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Executive Summary 
 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The South Etobicoke Community Legal Services (SECLS) and Rexdale Community Legal Clinic (RCLC) both 
provide essential legal advice to underserviced populations in their respective areas. Moving forward, 
efforts to better improve and increase service delivery at both locations with the intention of 
consolidating resources will require greater coordination and support from both locations.  
 
Keeping the needs and relationships with the communities in mind, the Etobicoke Clinic Transformation 
Project is designed to position both locations to increase the service offerings in their respective 
communities while continuing to strengthen established relationships with current community 
members.  
 
With increased complexity and broader demands, the current legal services climate is increasingly 
becoming more difficult to navigate for all clinics. Building upon the findings of the “GTA Legal Clinics 
Transformation Project: Vision Report” the following report helps the clinics to:  

 Understand the current situation with the two Etobicoke legal aid clinics 

 Confirm the clinics’ transformation and collaboration goals and objectives 

 Obtain a consensus on the needs of the residents of Etobicoke and how it pertains to the clinics’ 
transformation and collaboration goals and objectives 

 Agree on an approach for creating the desired future state with respect to the clinics’ 
transformation and collaboration  

 Agree on the gap and related opportunities with respect to the clinics’ transformation and 
collaboration  

 Identify the components of a clinics’ transformation and collaboration plan to bridge the gap 

 Formulate next steps for implementation of the plan 
 
B. KEY FINDINGS 

Objectives of the 2 clinics are: 

 Providing legal services, advice and support to clients from low income, disadvantaged groups 

 Ensuring accessibility of legal support 

 Equality of justice 

 Making systemic changes through public education, advocacy and legal reform  

 Reflect community needs within their strategic focus 

 Education of students 

 Help to organize the community for “advocacy” in community development, including public 
legal education and log reform 

 
The key strategic focus areas of the two clinics include the following: 

 Areas of law – especially:  

 Landlord / tenant 

 Immigration 

 Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP) 

 Ontario Works 
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 Employment Law 

 Family law 

 Legal reform 

 Legal education and advocacy 

 Integration and collaboration initiatives 
 
The biggest gaps were identified in the areas of: 

 Strategy / planning 

 Community outreach and engagement 

 Client services 
 
Corresponding, the key recommended focus areas were identified in the areas of: 

 Planning 

 Collaboration 

 Client services 
 
The proposed approach for address these was: 

 Processes and Technologies 

 Enhance shared / streamlined processes e.g. intake, back office 

 Enhance shared / enhanced technologies 

 People, Structure and Culture 

 Enhance shared / collaborative governance and management 

 Develop economies of scale through: 
 Appropriate use of staff 
 Work force planning 

 Optimize the culture around: 
 Collaboration 
 Communication  

 
C. RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Our recommendation is: 
 

THAT THE TWO CLINIC BOARDS MAKE A DECISION TO MOVE AHEAD WITH A FULL 
MERGER/AMALGAMATION OF THE TWO CLINICS. 

 
We believe that such a strategy offers: 

 Increased cost-effectiveness 

 Increased client benefits 

 Decreased risk 
 
Implementation of a full merger/amalgamation would involve three main Phases: 

I. Transition Strategy 

 Integration Strategy & Shared Vision  

 Integration Strategic Value Analysis& Target Development  
II. Transition Planning 

 Program Planning & Start-up  

 Project Team Planning  
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III. Design & Implementation 

 Day 1 Operations  

 Cultural Alignment & Transformation  

 Organizational Realignment  

 Physical office locations, facilities and Asset Rationalization  

  Client Realignment (including any suppliers or partners) 

 Core & Support Process Realignment  

 Systems Integration  
 

… supported by merger/amalgamation Transition Management 

 Program Management 

 Communication and Change Management  
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Background and Objectives of the Study 
 

A. HISTORIC CONTEXT 

The Etobicoke Clinic Transformation Project is based in part on a previous report produced by Public 
Interest outlining a vision for transformation for legal clinics across the GTA.  
 
The initial report assessed 16 legal clinics throughout the region and suggested the adoption of a new 
model for GTA clinics to increase access to legal services for people living in poverty.  
 
With the underlying vision of developing a new model that places the communities served at the center 
of the equation, the suggested changes were meant to reinforce clinic accountability to the 
communities they serve while increasing their capacity to service members on a wider range of issues.  
 
Seen as an opportunity to re-engage relationships with community members and partners alike, the 
exaptation was that this initial work would re-invigorate community development work that had set 
community legal clinics apart in the past and bring about the needed changes to organizational 
structures and processes to meet the needs of the future.  
 
B. CURRENT CHALLENGES FOR THE ETOBICOKE CLINICS 

With mounting pressures to do “more with less” an increasing amount of service-oriented organizations 
are required to go through significant change to keep up with demands; the legal services profession is 
no different.  
 
As Toronto has proceeded to see significant growth both in population and in poverty, the demands on 
legal clinics have continued to grow significantly while resources and structures have remained ill-
equipped to respond.  
 
Correspondingly, while demand for clinic services in Etobicoke has continued to grow both in volume 
and complexity over the years, clinic catchment areas and resource allocations have not kept up with 
the changing needs of local communities. The current gap between resources and demand has limited 
the ability of these two clinics to respond to the changing needs of their communities.  
 
The South Etobicoke Community Legal Services (SECLS) and Rexdale Community Legal Clinic (RCLC) both 
provide essential legal advice to underserviced populations in their respective areas. Moving forward, 
the expectation was that efforts to better improve and increase service delivery at both locations with 
the intention of consolidating resources would require greater coordination and support from both 
locations.  
 
By increasing coordination between SECLS and RCLC, it is anticipated that both organizations would be 
better positioned to cost effectively expand their service offerings to meet the changing needs of their 
respective communities, while allowing each clinic to strengthen established long-standing and 
established ties with their respective community members. With an underlying emphasis on making the 
expansion of services in both locations sustainable, the assessment and prioritizing of legal needs in 
both locations will be essential for the long term viability of this transformation project.  
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Accordingly, the integration of selected operations between these 2 legal clinics has the potential to:  

 improve the scope and effectiveness of services requiring different types of expertise and 
resources 

 provide for greater cost efficiencies and more effective usage of scarce skills and resources 
amidst increasing fiscal pressures 

 
There is also and understanding that any such changes will require significant buy-in from stakeholders 
from both locations to be successful. Hence, an “art and science” approach will be needed in both the 
design and implementation of any changes. 
 

 
 
 
C. STUDY OBJECTIVES 

Within the above context, the purpose of the study is to develop a plan for improving and increasing 
service delivery for all low-income residents of Etobicoke, including: 

 Assessing and prioritizing legal needs,  

 Addressing unmet needs, 

 Restructuring staff and their physical location at both clinics to maximize service delivery and  

 Consolidating administrative functions; 

 Examining shared service location options and developing community partnerships; 

 Developing a long range plan for cost-effective service delivery including possible structural 
changes that do not sacrifice each clinic’s community connections. 

 
The specific deliverable of the study is the development of a work plan for the collaborating clinic 
Boards, that includes: 

 The development of an Etobicoke-focused environmental scan 

 A general framework agreement of milestones and decision points 

 Immediate, mid-term and long term strategies to improve collaboration 

 Agreement from the participating clinic Boards to adopt a recommended implementation 
strategy 

 Interim and final reports  
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Study Approach and Methodology 
 

A. STUDY APPROACH 

The approach for this project was based on proven approaches and concepts pertaining to collaboration 
and shared services. 
 
More specifically, the work was conducted in 3 phases during the period December 2016 and June 2017 
as follows. 
 
PHASE 1: Clinic Collaboration Requirements  

1. Kick-off and planning meeting 
2. Examine existing services and operations, including environmental scan 
3. Develop high level collaboration opportunities 

 
PHASE 2: Collaboration Options Assessment   

1. Conduct high level “fit assessment" of possible courses of action  
2. Assess overall cost and benefit of possible courses of action  
3. Assess overall implementation and partnership model alternatives 
4. Assess overall fit of alternative solutions with potential future collaboration structure 

 
PHASE 3: Clinic Collaboration Recommendation 

1. Recommend and rank alternative courses of action 
2. Prepare and deliver report and presentations 

 
B. STUDY METHODOLOGY 

The work was conducted according to the following methodology and work plan. 
 
PHASE 1: Clinic Collaboration Requirements  
 

1. Kick-off and planning meeting 
 
Reviewed the following: 
Project overview  

 Background  

 Project objectives  

 Project scope  

 Overview of approach 
and methods  

 
Project charter  

 Reasons for undertaking 
the project  

 Objectives and 
constraints of the project 

 Proposed directions 
concerning the solution 

 Identification of the main 
stakeholders 

Project governance  

 Project stakeholders 
relationships 

 Recommended 
stakeholder involvement 
and roles in project  

 Issue review process 

 Recommended 
governance and project 
structure  

 
Project plan  

 Focus  

 Assumptions and 
constraints 

 Deliverables  

 High level project stages 
and activities  

 Required resources  

 Value proposition  
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 Project risks  

 Commitments required 

 High level time line  
 

Change management 
considerations 

 Current “stakeholders” 

 Change activities to date 

 Change management 
observations 

 
2. Examined existing services and operations, including environmental scan 

 
Conducted the following: 

 Gain a general understanding of the 2 clinics current and future service and operational 
requirements. 

 Conduct environmental scan 

 Understand each clinic’s current and future strategic positioning / roadmap, especially with 
respect to assessing and prioritizing legal needs and addressing unmet needs. This includes and 
analysis of each clinic’s: 

 core purpose and values  

 current and future situation (e.g. current situation, changing paradigms, implications) 

 strategic positioning of the clinic over the next 3 to 5 years (e.g. core competencies, 
programs/services, clients and geographic focus) 

 key “value” offered to its clients 

 envisioned future (e.g. quantitative and qualitative) 

 Understand each clinic’s current and future operational situation. This includes and analysis of 
each clinic’s: 

 client “segment descriptions” and “value drivers” of focus user / “client”  

 service / program features and utilization levels 

 “core processes” characteristics and focused value alignment 

 “support processes” characteristics and focused value alignment 

 staffing and organizational structure 

 planned transformation projects 
 
3. Developed high level collaboration opportunities 

 
Conducted the following: 

 Develop and appropriately articulate potential high level collaboration opportunities – including 
shared service location options and development of community partnerships 

 Prepare and conduct working sessions to: 

 establish optional “integrated visions” for collaboration 

 define potential service delivery synergy targets 

 define potential portfolio of collaboration initiatives 

 develop potential collaboration specific performance measures 

 developing potential communication principles (for staff and clients) 
 
PHASE 2: Collaboration Options Assessment   
 

4. Conducted high level “fit assessment" of possible courses of action  
 

Conducted the following: 

 Contact key stakeholders to obtain sufficient/more detailed information regarding “service 
functionality”, clinic capabilities, complexity, cost and feasibility of potential collaboration 
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opportunities 

 Conduct an initial high level “fit assessment” of possible courses of action using pre-developed 
assessment criteria – as appropriate 

 
5. Assessed overall cost and benefit of possible courses of action  

 
Analysed the cost and benefit of possible courses of action by developing the following for each option: 

 Collaboration model description, including potential implications in terms of work processes, 
organization structure, roles, performance indicators, budgets and staffing levels 

 Existing and future service and organizational gaps the model will address 

 Collaboration model details around the reasoning behind the potential collaboration model. 
This could include a mix of both quantitative and qualitative information 

 Anticipated cost / benefit of the potential collaboration model, including possible order-of-
magnitude quantitative estimate of service level or scope and/or cost changes that may result 
from the proposed collaboration model 

 
6. Assessed overall implementation and collaboration model alternatives 

 
Conducted the following: 

 Within the context of the forgoing steps, develop and assess overall implementation and 
collaboration model alternatives information, including 

 overall ease of implementation,  

 likely speed of implementation,  

 project management requirements,  

 change management and stakeholder management issues 
 

7. Assessed overall fit of alternative solutions with potential future collaboration structure 
 
Conducted the following: 

 Review the current clinics’ structure, roles and overall capabilities 

 Review potential future structure roles and overall capabilities under a collaboration model 

 Assess the overall fit of alternative solutions with clinics’ future structure, roles and overall 
capabilities, including: 

 Restructuring of staff and their physical location at both clinics to maximize service 
delivery  

 Consolidation of administrative functions 
 
PHASE 3: Clinic Collaboration Recommendation 
 

8. Ranked alternative courses of action and develop a recommended plan 
 
Conducted the following: 

 Develop overall criteria for ranking of alternative courses of action, including possible structural 
changes that do not sacrifice each clinic’s community connections  

 Develop alternative courses of action 

 Assess and rank alternative courses of action 

 Develop a long range plan for cost-effective service delivery 
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Prepared and delivered reports and presentations 
 
Conduct the following: 

 Prepare and deliver interim reports after each phase 

 Prepare and deliver final report 

 Prepare and deliver a presentation to selected stakeholders  
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Existing Services & Operations 
 

A. INITIAL PERSPECTIVES 

Initial conversations around the review of existing services and operations revealed the following clinic 
transformation constraints 
 

 Clinic merger is not an option in the near term 

 While the concept of a merger had been discussed, it was felt that in the near term, this 
would not be a viable option 

 More specifically, there was a view a community based board is a requirement and that 
it would be difficult to adequately get a Board to represent the entire region of 
Etobicoke. While there may be some consideration to moving this way in the longer 
term, it was felt that there would be resistance to a single Board for the short term and 
that representation needed to remain at the local level. 

 The lack of acceptance of the prior vision report recommending 1 to 4 “super clinics was 
cited as additional evidence around this 

 Change in geographic location is an option in the near term  

 These two clinics felt they still needed to be separately located in or near their current 
locations in order to serve their respective geographies better  

 
As further background to the review of existing services and operations, the following key points were 
noted around the potential to increase clinic client benefits, the potential to reduce clinic costs, and 
potential transformation risks. 
 

 Potential to Increase Clinic Client Benefits 

 Although it was considered to be very difficult to develop a long-term strategic plan, 
because of the multiple reports and the funding pressures and different stakeholders, it 
was felt that increased client benefits through: 

 A leveraging of remaining planning funds and using the time available to 
prepare additional plans 

 A levering of the additional funds LAO had received from the Attorney general 
for clinics to offer legal services to more people  

 Obtaining a better understanding of the initiatives of other clinics e.g.  Don River 
clinics, Ottawa, Hamilton 

 Obtaining a better understanding of current LAO leadership visions and 
priorities 

 It was felt that prior studies offered some possible useful perspectives on enhancing 
client services. 

 Also, the clinics themselves felt that client service enhancement opportunities might 
exist through a re-examination of funding related to: 

 The shift of certificate money to people not convicted 3 times 
 Mental health 
 Marginalized minorities   
 Family law  
 Employment law 
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 Potential to Reduce Clinic Costs 

 There was an understanding that there were no real additional operating funds were 
available from LAO and that LAO wanted to cut $1M Province wide out of a total 
Provincial budget of about $80M (1.3% cost saving target) for the clinics. It was felt that 
these projected savings were based on: 

 Some outlier indicators suggesting that there are savings to be had 
 Some people were lining their pockets and that there was some bad behaviour 
 The LAO requirement that clinics in Ontario participate in seeking administrative 

savings, under threat of an LAO mandated cut in funding e.g. LAO was using a 
form asking much in administrative cost savings the clinics will achieve each 
year, and then holding the clinics accountable for achieving these 

 There was also a belief that potential savings for LAO and the clinics Province wide 
would be limited by the following: 

 LAO itself is terribly wasteful – has a lot of money and is running a deficit 
 The clinics are only about 20% of LAO’s budget and that there is no real business 

plan for the clinics; and that LAO was only now realising they might need a plan 
for this side of their business  

 That in the meantime, there was no real concept on where savings might be 
found 

 It was felt that potential savings for the Etobicoke clinics would be limited to an order of 
magnitude level of approximately $100,000 based on the following: 

 A possible 5% savings based on total combined budgets of the 2 clinics of 
approximately $1.8M (South Etobicoke $650,000; Rexdale Community $1.2M) 

 Much of the budget flexibility is limited e.g. much is based on staff costs used to 
provide front line services – only 25% of the operating budget has any flexibility 

 

 Potential Transformation Risks 

 Although areas of possible resistance are unknown, it was felt that the greatest risk to 
the transformation of the Etobicoke clinics is likely to stem from staff, but these were 
assessed as being low to medium. Some possible areas include: 

 Resistance to possible moves 
 Concerns about job and/or position security 

 If there is a change in office space, LAO restrictions on new space (i.e. 200 sq. feet per 
person) would limit clinic functionality e.g. ability to have spaces for confidential client 
conversations 

 
B. FINANCIAL AND OPERATING DATA ANALYSIS 

As a part of the review of existing services and operations, we examined the following financial 
information from the two clinics: 

 Financial Statements for 2012 – 2016 

 Funding Application - Section A for 2017-18 

 Funding Application - Section B for 2016-17 and 2017-18 

 Funding Application - Clinic Administrative Savings/Budget Reduction Plan for 2016-17 

 Funding Application - Schedule G, GOALS (Rexdale) for 2016-17 
 

We also looked at a sample of other operating statistics, including: 
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 SECLS Count and Percentage 

 2015- ACTIVITY SUMMARY  

 2015-_ADVICE 

 2015-_BRIEF SERVICE  

 2015-_CLOSED FILE ACTIVITY  

 2015-_CLOSED FILE LISTING  

 2015- DEMOGRAPHIC DATA  

 2015- OPENED FILE LISTING  

 2015-_OUTREACH  

 2015-_REFERRALS FROM  

 2015-_REFERRALS TO 

 2016- _ACTIVITY SUMMARY  

 2016-_ADVICE 

 2016-_BRIEF SERVICE  

 2016-_CLOSED FILE ACTIVITY  

 2016- CLOSING FILE LISTING  

 2016- DEMOGRAPHIC DATA  

 2016- OPENED FILE LISTING  

 2016-_OUTREACH  

 2016-_REFERRALS FROM  

 2016-_REFERRALS TO 
 
The most significant findings at of this analysis revealed that more than 75% of the operating costs of 
the two clinics combine pertained to staffing costs. 
 

  Rexdale South Etob. TOTAL % 

Expenses     

  Salaries 742,444 546,153 1,288,597 66% 

Benefits 122,673 80,993 203,666 10% 

Professional dues 9,551 4,849 14,400 1% 

Travel 8,992 3,796 12,788 1% 

Communications 8,412 5,651 14,063 1% 

Accommodations 54,988 68,493 123,481 6% 

Equipment 5,063 3,358 8,421 0% 

Library 971 878 1,849 0% 

Supplies and services 16,689 8,899 25,588 1% 

Audit fees 3,451 3,451 6,902 0% 

Indirect payments (note 4) 64,142 13,274 77,416 4% 

Legal disbursements 12,366 9,354 21,720 1% 

Project expenses 122,868 1,032 123,900 6% 

Amortization 27,245 1,865 29,110 1% 

 1,199,855 752,046 1,951,901 100% 
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C. STAFFING AND OPERATIONS ANALYSIS 

We also examined the following staffing and other operations information from the 2 clinics including: 

 Organization charts 

 Staff job descriptions 

 Staff lists 

 Selected processes, policies and procedures including for example 

 Case Selection Policy2009 - Final (2) 

 INTAKE POLICY 2010 

 MEMO TO STAFF ABOUT CHANGES TO INTAKE, JAN. 18, 2017 

 Casework Criteria - Mach 2011 

 INTAKE policy 
This information was used to inform the subsequent interviews with the Board and staff of the two 
Etobicoke clinics as outlined in the following section of this report. 
 

D. LAO AND ACLCO REPORTS 

As further strategic and operational context, we also reviewed the following LAO and ACLCO reports: 

 LAO reports 

 2008 Roles, Responsibilities, Relationships and Accountability Regarding Clinic Law 

 2010 Discussion Paper on Addressing Clinic Administrative Costs 

 2012 Ideas for the Future Development of Clinic Law Delivery Services in Ontario 

 2013 Clinic Law Services Strategic Direction 

 LAO public business plan 2015-16 

 ACLCO reports 

 2012-12-12Update_to_clinics-Strategic-Planning-Draft-Action-Items-Revised-Dec-3-2012 

 2012-12-12Update_to_clinics-Strategic-Planning-Strategic-Plan-Final 
 
These again were used to inform the subsequent interviews with the Board and staff of the two 
Etobicoke clinics as outlined in the following section of this report. 
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Clinic Board and Staff Perspectives 
 

A. INTRODUCTION 

We also conducted qualitative research with board and staff members of South Etobicoke Community 
Legal Services and Rexdale Community Legal Clinic. 
 
As in the case of the community partners research, the objectives were to explore the perspectives and 
views of board and staff members on the services currently provided by the clinics, and to examine 
potential opportunities for improvement in order to better serve the needs of clients and the Etobicoke 
community. 
 
Telephone interviews were conducted with thirteen individual members of the South Etobicoke 
Community Legal Services and Rexdale Community Legal Clinic boards and staff.  These included the two 
Executive Directors, representatives of the Board of each clinic, and staff in a range of legal and 
administrative roles.  
 
A listing of those interviewed is provided in Appendix A. 

 
B.  UNDERSTANDING OF THE ETOBICOKE LEGAL AID CLINICS AND COMMUNITY NEEDS 

Most of the interviewees indicated that they only had detailed knowledge of the clinic with which they 
are directly associated, and either little or no familiarity with the other. In view of this and to provide 
extra background information, illustrative quotes from the interviews are shown along with the clinic 
they represent (R = Rexdale; SE = South Etobicoke), whenever this is important for context and not 
revealed by the response itself. 
 
The findings indicate that the two clinics are currently very independent of one another with quite 
distinct characteristics and practices. This is largely because, although both are funded by Legal Aid 
Ontario, it is their respective Boards that are responsible for setting direction and priorities for each 
clinic. Board members are generally drawn from the communities served by the clinics and their 
priorities therefore reflect community characteristics and needs.  
 

We’re funded by Legal Aid Ontario but we have our own board of directors that set the criteria 
and the priorities for the clinic. 
 
Because we are governed by a board of directors and are supposed to be responsive to our 
particular community’s needs, you know, we may offer a project here that is not offered in South 
Etobicoke for example.  
 
As a grassroots organization our board of directors is made up of members of the community and 
they're aware of the issues that the community faces …  and it’s a direct approach where the 
board members themselves along with staff make decisions regarding how to allocate resources, 
what the key areas of need are for everybody.  

 
However, the responses also revealed that a degree of collaboration between them has recently begun 
in the form of shared family law staff, funded by Legal Aid Ontario. As the Rexdale ED explained: 
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Half of a lawyer we get … (the) other half of the lawyer’s work and the support worker are 
actually at two agencies adjacent to South Etobicoke. So that’s good, we’re sharing that piece of 
Legal Aid’s generosity with South Etobicoke already so that works.  

 
In broad terms, the responses of the interviewees revealed that although the clinics are similar in their 
mandate and top-level goals, there are significant differences in their characteristics and focus, 
specifically in relation to: 
 

 Size  
Rexdale has a large number of staff in various types of roles, whereas SE is very small, with 
just five staff. 

 
They have a much larger clinic than we do and they have, you know, they also have a lot 
of auxiliary resources. 
 
There's five full time staff at Etobicoke.  There's definitely more people working over at 
Rexdale. 
 

 Location 
Rexdale is co-located with community partners at the Rexdale Community Hub, while South 
Etobicoke is a standalone clinic. This has an influence on interactions with community 
partners, or at least the ways representatives of the other clinic perceive these.  

 
That they (Rexdale) have been in a hub does enable people to know of their existence or 
be able to access them … they get referrals from the other organizations within the hub 
in a way that we don't.  
 
It’s (Rexdale) more of a partner than a standalone service. The services provided by the 
clinic are in conjunction with the other services provided by of the other hub partners. 
 
I view them as more of a standalone service whereas Rexdale is very interconnected.  I 
would characterize it as a web - among the services that they provide is legal, but they 
are also facilitators within the community. 
 
There's a lot more walk in traffic. I don't know if the volume is that much greater … we're 
more accessible now than we were.  

 

 Community and partner characteristics 
Interviewees observed that the communities served by each of the clinics have different 
demographic characteristics, especially in terms of income and ethnic composition. It was 
also noted that the clinics each deal with different community partners focused on these 
respective communities; there is very little overlap. 

 
Their (South Etobicoke) community composition … I probably would classify as a little bit 
dynamic because more so than us, they … have pockets of low-income residents 
surrounded by fairly wealthy residents … that's one of the key differences between our 
communities. 
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You see a lot of new immigrants here who are settling and then they often then disperse 
to different communities. I think that's a very different dynamic than South Etobicoke, 
which has more seasoned residents that's been there for several years. 

 
It’s funny how most of our community partners don’t seem to have very much overlap. 
They deal with different hospitals, they deal with different health centres, they deal with 
different settlement agencies and housing supports. 

 

 Working practices 
Two main differences in working practices were highlighted between the two clinics. The 
first is that the Executive Director at South Etobicoke spends a high proportion of his time on 
actual casework, whereas the Rexdale Executive Director rarely takes on casework and 
focuses only on management of the clinic.  

 
They have a standalone ED who doesn't do casework, who’s actually able just to manage 
quite a few more people than what we have. 

 
The second main difference is that lawyers at South Etobicoke often represent their clients at 
hearings and tribunals, whereas those at Rexdale mostly just provide advice.  
 

I understand that Rexdale doesn't do as many actually hearings. They basically do self-
help when it comes to ODSP cases and we are more directed towards full service of 
actually taking the cases on right through the tribunal. 

 
C. STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE LEGAL AID CLINICS 

i) GOALS AND OBJECTIVES  
 
The board and staff interviewees were asked to describe their understanding of what the clinics are 
looking to achieve in terms of their goals and intended results. In this respect, there were few 
differences in the responses of those representing Rexdale and those taking part from South Etobicoke.  
 
Two main goals were identified and described below based on the interviewees’ responses. 

 Providing legal services to clients from low income, disadvantaged groups 

 Making systemic changes to benefit these groups, through public education, advocacy and legal 
reform efforts, and by working on test cases 
 

Providing Legal Services to Clients from Low Income, Disadvantaged Groups 
The interviewees described this role of the clinics in terms of providing legal services to groups who 
often have high levels of need for such support but cannot afford to pay for it.  The government, mainly 
in the form of grants, subsidizes these services. One interviewee as described the areas of law generally 
covered: 

 
 Poverty law, but namely landlord and tenant, employment, immigration and ODSP, Ontario 
Works type areas. 
 

The defining features of these services, therefore, are that they are provided in very specific areas, to 
individuals who are generally low-income and may be experiencing multiple forms of disadvantage.   
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Some explained this in terms of filling a gap in the legal system by dealing with matters that are not 
lucrative and which most other lawyers are not therefore prepared to take on.  
 

Lower income people have different types of legal needs that the private bar can’t supply 
because you can’t make a living representing people seeking disability, people with special 
assistance mess ups, tenants generally and tenant issues and all the other barriers and stuff that 
afflict the low income people.  
 
We provide services that are really beneficial to people who are just trying to get by. 
 
Services that the private sector doesn’t want to handle, rather than there being like cracks in the 
system.  Legally clinics are there to assist to with those cracks because I can't see any lawyer in 
private practice saying I really want to be processing Ontario Work applications. 
 

Furthermore, it was noted that unlike conventional forms of legal support, the clinics take a more 
holistic approach in understanding and addressing the range of intersecting factors that are often 
relevant to the legal issues of these groups of clients.  
 

We get into the nuts and bolts of the person and we try and flesh out and to draw out all of the 
issues. So if there's an issue where they have not received their social assistance, if it's been 
cancelled or held up maybe because of immigration issues, because they're waiting for ODSP to 
kick in, same with old age security, we get involved with all that, try and resolve all of the 
problems simultaneously. 

 
As a top level goal, providing these types of legal services to disadvantaged groups is intended to help 
ensure equality of justice and to provide them with ways of standing up for their rights. 
 

It’s there for the practical purpose of access to justice.  The goals of allowing individuals who are 
underrepresented in society who don’t have the financial means … fighting for their rights, this 
provides them with the mechanism of doing so … 
 

Making Systemic Changes through Public Education, Advocacy and Legal Reform  
The second main goal of the clinics is to contribute to systemic change that is beneficial to the 
disadvantaged groups that they serve.  

They’re there to not only help on a case by case basis but also to try and address some of the 
systemic issues underlying the ever-expanding need for our clinic, both in terms of public 
education as well as in terms of being able to do political action and trying to change some of the 
underlying problems that people are facing. 

 
This is achieved in three main ways. The first is the provision of legal education through workshops and 
other community initiatives. These are sometimes delivered direct to client groups, and sometimes to 
the clinics’ community partners who represent their interests. An important aspect of this role is making 
these groups aware that legal aid services are available to them.  

 
We also are heavily involved in education. We try and make sure that we pass on our knowledge 
to the community with regards to their rights and obligations in the areas of law that we're 
expert in. 
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The second main way in which the clinics pursue the goal of systemic change is through advocacy and 
legal reform efforts in particular areas of the law, such as tenant rights.  

 
We also advocate and do deputations to various different governmental agencies and 
governments about things that are affecting our constituency. 

 
This is sometimes achieved through working on test cases, the outcomes of which are intended to 
benefit a wider community and not just individual clients, as well organizing groups to pursue cases on a 
collective basis where appropriate.  

 
As well as doing individual casework, they try do what's considered community outreach to try 
and get low income people together to change laws that are more favourable to them, because 
normally under most circumstances people who are on … extremely low income don't have 
access to people to lobby the government to get laws changed and they usually get stepped on a 
lot. 
 
There's also law reform where we do some test cases to make an impact on the overall 
community instead of just individually.  
 
We try and organize groups of people or members of the community to advocate for themselves, 
or in broader areas … like the landlord and tenant issues, but also in the areas of their own 
building even, it's sort of more micro where they're dealing with issues that … are shared among 
their co-tenants, and that in particular could take place among people in subsidized housing of 
which we have a large population. 
 

The third way in which the clinics work on systemic change is by making links with and collaborating with 
other community organizations that are focused on serving the needs of the same client groups. This 
was cited as another important goal by interviewees.  
 

To be able to better work with each other and make those connections to our community 
agencies … to gather our resources together to have systemic change.  
 

It was generally acknowledged that the main focus of the day-to-day work of the clinics, however, is on 
the provision of legal aid services to clients.  Working towards systemic change is seen as an important 
role but one which is often given a lower priority due to resource pressures on staff time.  

 
ii) STRATEGIC FOCUS 

 
The research explored interviewees’ perceptions of the areas of the current areas of strategic focus or 
thrusts of the legal clinics.  The types of responses fell into three main categories: specific areas of law, 
legal reform, and collaboration initiatives. 
 
Areas of Law  
For some interviewees, strategic focus was mostly described in terms of the areas of law in which 
services are mainly provided by the clinics, identified in particular as landlord/tenant, immigration, and 
ODSP/Ontario Works. The perceived trends in terms of shifts in emphasis between areas will be 
described further in a subsequent section.  
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Landlord and tenant law, including repair-related cases as well as evictions, was identified in particular as 
the main focus of the South Etobicoke clinic in particular.  
 

The area of landlord and tenant has been consistent; it's been a heavy area always. It represents 
every year the largest number of intakes that we do and it's consistent, the type of cases we get 
are pretty similar. 

 
Landlord tenant is always a big issue and repairs has been a real problem 

 
Legal Reform 
This was identified as a particular strategic focus at present at the Rexdale clinic, which is being driven by 
a particular staff member with an interest in law reform.  

I think we’re generally drawn in trying to organize law reform and community development 
projects because we have a worker here who’s young and very enthusiastic about that and co-
chairs the Ontario wide committee for those kinds of things.  
 

At South Etobicoke it seems there is less focus at present on this area since budgetary constraints mean 
that the time of staff members is almost entirely taken up with client work. Despite this, the responses 
of South Etobicoke interviewees as reported in the previous indicate that legal reform is a consistent 
long-term goal at this clinic. The less distinct strategic focus on this area may reflect a general lack of 
clarity about specific strategic goals and a tendency to be more reactive, as suggested by the comment 
of one board member. 

 
With regard to Etobicoke, I'm not sure where our direction is … I think it's just due to volume. I 
shouldn't say (the goals) are not there … they are there … 

 
Collaboration Initiatives 
Representatives of both clinics identified an increasing strategic focus on collaboration, citing as one 
example the current initiative that is investigating ways in which Rexdale and South Etobicoke clinics 
might work more closely together. 
 

One of these initiatives now is to have this entire discussion in terms of “are there any additional 
efficiencies and/or ability to work together?” … and if so, what that may look like, and you know, 
what might some of the challenges be if that were to be determined as the way to go forward.  

 
Another example of closer collaboration is the existing initiative of sharing employees in the area of 
family law, which interviewees from both clinics generally view as successful in enabling them to provide 
an additional service as well as accessibility to this from a wider community. 

 
Usually our clinics don’t offer specifically family law and immigration … and now here at South 
Etobicoke we have here the employees who are employment lawyer and as well as an 
immigration lawyer.  So, now we don’t have to refer that client to go all the way downtown.   

 
A number of initiatives with various community partners were mentioned as further examples of the 
current focus on collaboration, particularly by interviewees from Rexdale. These include, in particular, 
the West End Enhancement project and the North West Toronto Health-Justice partnership as well as 
more informal networking and collaboration activities. 
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There is a push towards community involvement in many sister agencies … not just in the legal 
realm …  the partnership I believe they have with Amber College with respect to assisting 
graduates with providing legal training; landlord and tenant or issues … partnerships with 
paralegals in the area. 
 
I know that we’re interested in always trying to find better ways to work with partners in the 
hub. 
 
iii) TRENDS 

 
Interviewees were asked to identify any perceived trends or recent changes in the services or the 
strategic focus of the clinics and the reasons for these. Their responses can be summarized as follows. 
 
Overall Increases in Demand 
The interviewees observed that there has been a general increase in recent years in demand for the 
services of the clinics. This was attributed both to the rising levels of poverty in the area, but also the 
growing public awareness of legal rights and the increased accessibility of tribunals.  
 

Overall there's been an intensification of poverty so the demands on the clinic have been ever 
increasing … The financial eligibility levels are pretty low but you know, we're finding that more 
and more people meet those low levels and require our services.  
 
The demand by the public to assert their human rights, I don’t think that was happening quite as 
much in 2000 because people didn’t know about it and also the human rights tribunals at that 
time were much less accessible than they are now.  
 

It was also recognized that the clinics are in themselves potentially driving increases in demand through 
their mission of raising public awareness of legal rights among the target client groups and through 
expanding their services in particular areas in response to available funding.  This is seen as an on-going 
dilemma for them, since they often do not have the resources available to meet the increased demand 
they have generated.  
 

In terms of immigration we've seen a change … it's a chicken and egg kind of thing.  I don’t know 
if it was because we started providing a service more people came or, you know, vice versa.   
 
A few years ago we got special funding for a refugee project. The refugee claims are normally 
handled by the private bar … And so we saw a huge increase of especially Iraqi clients coming to 
our clinic … So that’s definitely been something that increased and now has fallen away because 
we don’t have the funding anymore. 
 
Doing outreach causes you anxiety that you may actually reach a ton of people with a ton of 
needs and demands and expectations and you won’t be able to meet them … I think that’s 
probably the case at both clinics. 
 

The impact on demand of available services and funding makes it difficult, it seems, for the clinics to 
determine the extent to which observed trends also reflect external factors such as immigration patterns 
or legislative changes.  
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Areas like employment insurance law have gone, been reduced, immigration is reduced …  it's 
unclear how much of that has been the result of us not doing that work, and as a result not 
getting the referrals that we would have gotten 15 years ago when this clinic did a ton of 
immigration work. (South Etobicoke) 

 
It was also noted that although increasing public awareness has in many respects been a positive 
development, it has also created a situation that in which some people claim their human rights have 
been abused in situations when this is not the case (e.g. when arrested for shoplifting). One of the 
reported impacts on the clinics has been a need to invest more into educating staff so that they can 
distinguish between genuine and other cases and convey this information to clients.  
 
Despite the steady increases in demand in recent years, however, the Rexdale Executive Director 
observed that there has been a recent decline, which has not yet been explained. None of the South 
Etobicoke interviewees, however, commented on this change in levels of demand. 

 
At the moment clinics are on a slide, gradually diminishing in statistics, and we weren’t sure  
what that was about. I think that was across Ontario so I’m assuming South Etobicoke was also 
watching their stats inch down as ours were.  

 
Growth in ODSP and Ontario Work Cases  
In terms of demand in specific areas of the law, many of the interviewees described a steady increase in 
recent years in ODSP and Ontario Work cases, although some indicated that this had levelled off in the 
past year or so.   
 

What happened in the last 15 years is that most of the legal clinics and it's been right across the 
board, have been sort of overwhelmed with Ontario disability cases …  So that's overtaken our 
ability to do certain areas of law … But it seems to be in the last year there's been a decrease ... 
In our clinic it hasn't gone down very much, apparently across the board more so it has, but our 
clinic is still quite busy with that … I would say, you know, the decrease may be in the order of 
10%. 
 
I know that it's consistently been Ontario Works related appeal processes … It's quite constant in 
terms of the applications that are processed for Ontario Works.  And I think that is the bread and 
butter really of the clinic.  
 
Throughout the system I think is that employment law is in more demand.  ODSP or … disability 
appeals are always a huge, huge demand.  

 
The changes in demand in these areas are attributed largely to government policy changes, as well as 
socio-economic trends such as increasing unemployment and low-paid work. 

 
There’s been a massive increase in Ontario Disability Support Program work and getting people 
on ODSP and there's lots of reasons why that's changed.  Well they've changed the law and it’s 
harder to get people to qualify under the current definition of disability than it used to be under 
the old Family Benefits Act … and basically we're an aging population so big chunks of the people 
that are applying for this are just people that have been abused and used at jobs and basically 
burned out and the only way you can find the some kind of a sort of support to keep them alive. 
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I think employment is a big issue in the community, people working but they're still on low 
paying jobs and they have a lot of issues. 
 

Immigration 
It was recognized that high demand for immigration law support is being experienced by most legal 
clinics in Canada at present. In the case of Rexdale and South Etobicoke, both are perceived to be facing 
particularly high demand in this area.  In the case of Rexdale this is because there is a very large 
immigrant community in the area served by the clinic, which is expanding as new immigrants are settling 
within their existing community groups in this area.  

 
When newer immigrants coming to the – come to Toronto, Rexdale is one of the areas that they 
come and look for apartment to settle in because they're closer to support networks from their 
from their previous country. 
 

Although overall demand is reported to be high, this is reported to come in waves reflecting successive 
inflows of groups from different countries or regions.  Currently the highest demand is from Syrian and 
other Middle Eastern migrant groups. 
 

(There’s been a) large influx of Syrian refugees as of late …  we’ve had children from Eastern, 
Slavic countries that came in before that.  Then we have many people who are coming here from 
the Middle East.  
 
We used to do a lot of refugee work way back when there were refugees from South America 
and that kind of, our community really changes. It used to be the South American community 
were here and then the Somalis and now the Iraqis and Afghanis.  

 
The Rexdale clinic representatives in the study also conveyed the impression that the South Etobicoke 
clinic is likely to be faced with high demand for immigration law services because of the physical 
proximity of the clinic to the Immigration department. In practice, however, though the responses of the 
South Etobicoke representatives indicated that in practice Landlord and Tenant Law services account for 
the majority of their work, as discussed in the previous section, and that demand for immigration 
services has been declining. 

 
The immigration refugee work has dropped off dramatically over the years. There are various 
different reasons … the legislation has changed so the amount of people that are coming in that 
can access it is smaller, also there is money available through the Federal Government that was 
given to Legal Aid … to provide some help for immigrants so … there's basically no refugee work 

 
Other Trends 
Individual interviewees identified a number of other smaller trends. These included a rise in old age 
security cases dealt with by South Etobicoke clinic. 
 

We're getting quite a lot of old age security cases which is new and that's because of the Federal 
government … what's happened is that they’re are checking into people who are nationalized 
Canadians and being vigilant with respect to the number of years they've been here so they can 
calculate old age security properly … so that type of case is definitely on the uptick but not in the 
kind of volume that would … disrupt or require stepping back from any other areas. 
 

The trends also included an increased focus on family law and on addressing the mental health needs of 
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clients, and a general move towards being more innovative in their approaches.  
 

The family law piece (has) been trending from a legal topic perspective.  
 
Another piece is around what’s the mental health component and then so I guess that would be 
more like human rights stuff.  
 
I think that's a huge trend, us being seen as … very innovative and being on the front end of 
things, being fairly responsive to the community needs. More broadly I think also within the clinic 
system, I get this impression that South Etobicoke is along that same line, and wanting to be very 
progressive and responsive to the community.  
 

D. PERSPECTIVES ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THE LEGAL AID CLINICS 

i) MEASURES OF SUCCESS 
 
The interviewees were asked their views on how success in the performance of clinics against their goals 
and areas of strategic focus should be measured. The main types of success measures identified were as 
follows. 
 
Current Practice and its Limitations 
Many of the interviewees referred to current methods of measuring performance, which are generally 
those required by Legal Aid Ontario and are based on quantitative indicators such as numbers of 
referrals and case volumes. 
 

 (We) have to do all the LAO metrics in terms of numbers of … casework and referrals and 
summary advice and all that sort of stuff. 
We do the usual quarterly stats.  We're always keeping track of what kind of cases are coming in, 
what kind of advice people are seeking.  

 
The importance of overall statistics, some interviewees noted, is that they provide a general overview of 
the work of the clinic and the distribution between types of cases.  

 
The number of people that we are serving.  Is that increasing?  And more broadly the number of 
people that we were able to actually touch.  So how many people does the organization come 
into contact with?   
 
It’s to use the patterns that develop in a case by case, close to the desk kind of work, so that 
when you step back from the desk you can say, "Oh yea we’re doing away too much of this, we 
need to lobby for a change in program. 
 
I think a good balance in the stats of community development and outreach, a balance with that 
and casework. Casework takes over a lot. And if we do some kind of law reform activity, test 
cases. 

 
However, many of these quantitative indicators are seen as limited in practical value for the clinics, 
because they say little about case outcomes and fail to reflect the first-hand knowledge of clinic staff 
about how the reality of day to day performance.   

 
It's not so much what was done with each file.  It's simply the fact that there was somebody able 
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to process these – the case load that they have.  
 
In realistic terms you know that you're doing okay if everybody's on the same page and feeling 
successful. I mean you can't sell that to an outside funder. So the annual numbers crunching and 
filling out multiple forms to try and justify that you've actually been successful, but again a lot of 
it’s subjective, people just know. 

 
Interviewees from both clinics also commented that quantitative or operational statistics can be 
misleading because they fail to take into account the relative complexity of cases, or even cases actually 
dealt with as opposed to intake. 

 
The cases that absorb more time and that draw your statistics down (are) the really complicated, 
difficult ones. Sometimes they just take more staff resources because the clients are much 
needier.  
 
The staff … have a process in place for logging how many calls they receive, how many people 
they can service, how many files … The thing about logging calls (or ) traffic you are having in the 
clinic (is that it) does not translate into service to people. SE 

 
It was also noted that different clinics measure their intake in different ways, which makes it difficult to 
compare their performance data.  

 
Some clinics measure intakes differently, some clinics every time a client calls up with a new 
complaint about disrepair it’s a new intake, and other clinics will keep a running record of that 
particular client at that address.  
 

Over and above the LAO requirements for regular statistics, there was little evidence from the 
interviewees that the clinics are collecting any additional performance data for their own use.  One 
exception is the recent introduction by the Etobicoke board of a balanced scorecard for the clinic.  
 
This focuses mainly on operational measures, but has a few indicators based on performance outcomes. 
However, in this clinic, where most of the staff have been employed for many years, one of the main 
reported challenges has been persuading them to adopt new approaches to recording case information. 

 
One of the issues at the clinic is that people have been working, or in the clinic system for well 
over 20 years, and so everybody's got their own rhythm, the way that they do things and I’m 
somewhat loathe … to start disrupting that and despite my efforts to ask for certain changes in 
how we administer files it's been a tough slog.  
 

The Rexdale Executive Director explained that it is going to be increasingly difficult to measure trends in 
performance due to the forthcoming roll out of the new management software (CIMS) and the fact that 
there will temporarily be two overlapping systems for recording performance.  
 
However, she expressed optimism that the CIMS will eventually provide the clinic with more refined and 
accurate ways measuring performance and outcomes, such as the extent to which a client’s “side 
problems” are solved for clients as well as main issues.  
 
At the same time, concerns were expressed about the potential increased workload involved in 
administering the new system. 
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Suggested Improvements in Performance Measurement 
Interviewees suggested a variety of ways in which the performance of each clinic should be measured. 
These include, for example, monitoring case outcomes rather than just volume, documenting systemic 
changes, and capturing qualitative measures of performance. The main suggested performance 
indicators fell into the following broad categories: 
 

 Case outcomes 
It's the meta data of whether or not it was done sufficiently or whether the outcome was 
something that was desirable.   
 
If you're looking at housing cases a measure of success is who are keeping housed and how are 
we doing that and are we successful at our hearings?  Are we doing well with negotiating with 
landlord?   

 

 Quality of community relationships 
Are we meeting the needs of the community?  When we actually represent people and the 
people who come to our AGMs or who know us in the community, they're very satisfied with the 
fact that we are available and are able to assist them. 
 
I think a big measure of success is how we're getting along not only with our partners but our 
adversaries. So are we getting along with the local town and community housing office?  Are we 
getting along with the private landlords in the area? And that would apply in ODSP or welfare 
cases as well.  
 
(How) well known we are in the community and entrusted to the people or the agencies even just 
come to us for advice or asking for us to do talks and things and working with them. 
Nobody likes critique and criticism but that's an invaluable voice …. How do you measure those 
that are not been served? 

 

 Building capacity and contributing to systemic change: 
If we’re dealing with a mental health issue, does it help us build the strategies and the networks 
that we need for the next time this issue comes up? Or does it help us to build a case in the 
community that there isn’t enough service of this particular kind?  

 
For me, it would be looking particularly at systemic change successes and how engaged our 
clients are … are they strictly coming to us when there's a legal need? Or are we able to get them 
involved when we're trying to, you know, attend a rally for systemic change, you know? 
 

 Improved efficiency or cost Savings 
A financial reduction in cost related to our administration … and then that money is being able to 
be rerouted into more direct law support or advocacy 
I think like the net benefit in the long run has to be that we’re able to see more clients or provide 
more services or reach our larger geographic area  
 
ii) PERFORMANCE OF EXISTING PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

 
The clinic board and staff interviewees were asked to identify which initiatives or areas of the clinic’s 
work are going well and in which areas they feel there are opportunities for improvement.  
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(1) WORKING WELL 

 
When asked to identify what they feel is working well, the interviewees’ responses fell broadly into two 
categories: those relating to general aspects of clinic performance, and those relating to specific 
initiatives or programs.  
 
Overall Performance 
Overall, the responses indicated that the board and staff members interviewed perceive that both clinics 
are performing very well, on the whole, within the constraints of their budgets.  
 
Aspects of performance that were highlighted as being of a high standard include the skills and expertise 
of staff and management at the clinics, and the overall quality as well as the quantity of work carried out. 
 

We have really experienced people here …  so our production … is I think extraordinary. I mean I 
would measure us against any clinic in the province as far as production is concerned … The 
quality of the work I think is very good if anything the only thing that subtracts maybe is just the 
volume of cases that we try and take on and do … Our levels are extremely high relative to most 
other clinics … even absolute numbers let alone relative numbers given the number of staff we 
have. 
 

It was also noted at Rexdale in particular that the management style of the current Executive Director 
has encouraged an innovative and creative approach among staff that is reflected in the range of 
initiatives underway, as well as the quality of services provided to clients.  

 
She has the ability to think outside the box and so a lot of the initiatives that we're dealing with 
came from her pen and I think that helps the clinic and staff be a little more vibrant.  
With us having a more progressive management, our staff responds well to it and is able to, in 
my perspective, has been able to adapt well to that and ensure that we're giving good client 
services.  
 
Clients come first.  And I think that’s something we do well at Rexdale. To treat our clients with a 
lot of respect in whatever area of law.  And I think that tends to work well from the reception to 
the caseworkers.  I think we're really cognizant of treating people with dignity ... the legal part’s 
important but the aid comes first and I think that's the most important part of the equation.  
 
I know from the number of proposals we've put out or just counting the creative things that 
we've tried to do that we’re pretty much leading edge and I think the whole thing is running fairly 
efficiently.  
 

Specific Initiatives  
The interviewees also referred to a number of specific programs that they believe are working well.  In 
particular, representatives of both clinics commented on the West End Service Enhancement, which is 
providing the clinics with additional staff resources and the possibility for increased outreach activity. 
 

We've got the West End Service Enhancement … So that seems to be going well and I think that 
that's really going to be a benefit for our community … we've got two excellent people working 
for us and I think that's very good (South Etobicoke) 
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The potential is there that the WESE project will hire a community outreach worker … will 
network and outreach with community agencies and partners to make them aware of our new 
services in employment and immigration law, but it will be of course an opportunity to make 
them aware of all of our services, and the very existence of the clinics.  

 
Rexdale clinic representatives commented on the perceived value of the Health Justice Initiative, in 
which the clinic is working with law school students as well as community partners to address the 
intersecting legal and health or mental health needs of clients. 

 
For the next 2 1/2 years, it is funded to have at least one lawyer maybe two and at least three 
students from the law school at Osgood here working on complex case files that have an 
intersection between legal and medical needs, and I anticipate that a large part of those will be 
mental health medical needs.  

 
(2) OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT 

 
In identifying opportunities for improvement, the interviewees mainly focused on the need to expand 
services in certain areas, such as employment issues and accompanying clients to tribunals, as well as 
expanding efforts in the areas of education, advocacy and outreach.  The overall consensus was that 
where there are current weaknesses in services and the ability of clinics to meet their goals, this is 
mainly due to resource constraints.  
 
Expanding Client Services  
Some interviewees identified a need to expand or diversity their services or the numbers of cases they 
are able to deal with in certain areas. These included in particular employment law, immigration and 
family law in the case of Rexdale, and ODSP cases at South Etobicoke. 
 

We have an employment counsel at RCSC ...  But still in all employment related matters I think 
that’s sorely lacking.  

 
Ontario disability cases - there's a whole lot of them, I mean a lot of them … we need more 
resources for supporting people on ODSP  
 
Immigration we're doing pretty good now. We have a consultant and we have the one lawyer 
that we’re sharing but again it's in high demand, immigration, even other than refugees.  
Family law. I think everybody would like to get into that and the immigration issue …  We know 
we can do well … but I think the feeling is that they'd like to be more diversified.  
 

Improved Publicity and Outreach 
Many of the interviewees expressed concerns that people within their target client groups are not 
aware of the existence of the clinics or the legal aid services available to them. The need for stronger 
efforts in publicising the clinics to these communities and carrying out public education through 
workshops and other community activities were highlighted.  
 

We used to do a lot more outreach and we're not these days. I don't know how we fix that. I 
mean, I just don't. So there's probably new people that come into the neighbourhood that don't 
know about our existence or don't know about legal aid in general. 

 
At the same time, the interviewees stressed the difficulties in allocating time to these areas of work due 
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to resource and staffing constraints and, as noted earlier, the dilemma of how to cope with the 
increased demand that they generate. This is a particular problem for South Etobicoke due to their small 
size, but is also a problem facing Rexdale clinic.  
 

The number of workshops we do … community development … we're just not doing enough of 
that and at the same time it's difficult for me to pile on more things onto staff. 
 
It's a bit of a double-edged sword … we're not doing as much as we'd like because, you know, 
one - we don't have the resources we'd like, but two - organizing the community gives rise to 
more demands, right, as more people know what you can do and at the moment we're at the 
limit of our capabilities. (South Etobicoke) 
 
One thing that’s always a challenge for legal clinics is that we because we're so busy with 
individual casework we sometimes are detracted from doing more systemic work. Part of what 
we’re supposed to do is community organizing, doing more test cases.  And unfortunately that 
does fall by the wayside sometimes because we're just so busy with the day to day. 

 
A More Strategic Focus  
Interviewees representing both of the clinics indicated a perceived need for a more strategic focus on 
goals, facilitated by the use of more robust and useful performance data. 

 
What I would like to see happening is that we set those goals at the beginning of the year. There 
might be only two or three but we actually fulfill them …. The organization now has a balanced 
scorecard. I've been there a year and half and yet we haven't really moved towards officially 
fulfilling that balanced scorecard piece.  
 
What I would call strategic and operational information data and tools to be able to manage 
strategically and operationally better … I’m not worried that any of my staff are being inefficient 
or aren’t committed to their jobs … But I just don’t have a way to objectively demonstrate that.  

 
More Focused on Community Needs 
Finally, some interviewees identified various ways in which they believe the services of the clinics need 
to be better focused on the needs of clients. These included, in particular, providing services or material 
in their native languages, but also forming partnerships and linkages with relevant agencies providing 
services to particular client groups. Again, the time and cost constraints on addressing these issues were 
noted. The free interpreter service now provided by LAO to the clinics was acknowledged for its value in 
this area. 
 

I think (its important that) our language and our promotional pieces of what we can do to help 
the customer (are) in their language. 
 
I think it's being able to provide … for example the number of languages spoken … (but) every 
time you add a different wrinkle to your delivery of service, the price obviously goes up … To 
become cost effective you have to find ways to meet diversified needs in a more efficient 
manner.  

 
How could we better work with our community agencies? … One of the large service providers … 
has recently and very suddenly shut down. So they were almost like a bridge between a lot of our 
community members and us because they offered services to some of the most vulnerable 
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groups, be it new immigrants, be it youth or the unemployed or underemployed.  
 

(3) INADEQUATE OR MISSING PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 
 
The clinic board and staff representatives were also asked for their views on any specific initiatives or 
programs that are still needed in order for the clinics to more successfully pursue their goals and 
intended results.  The two main areas in which services are perceived to be missing or inadequate were 
tenant repairs and mental health support. Additionally, interviewees identified a range of other areas in 
which they feel additional services should be provided.  
 
Tenant Repairs and Collective Action 
Although a high proportion of casework is in the area of tenant and landlord law, most of these relate to 
evictions, and interviewees from both clinics highlighted the need to expand services to clients facing 
repair issues. It was noted in particular that there is scope to raise awareness of tenant rights and to 
facilitate more organized action among groups of tenants, especially in areas of extreme poverty in 
Etobicoke. 
 

The landlord and tenant application is a humongous gap, that's the biggest gap in service, our 
ability to help people with those cases where they bring the cases forward. We focus almost 
exclusively on cases where people are being evicted, where they're going to lose their housing. 
That gap that exists … at this clinic is our ability to do tenant applications, where tenants have 
issues with their landlords because of repairs and other things, where we usually we have to 
leave and let the clients go unrepresented with those cases I would say that's always been an 
issue. 
 
Both clinics I think do very little for tenant repairs and the quality of accommodation in the 
vertical slums that exist … the tenants have no idea that that they have a fight back tool … if we 
could penetrate better to the community and be there when those things are happening … we 
should be setting aside some work so that we can be available when there’s a really important 
group application like that.  
 

Mental Health Support 
Interviewees from both clinics highlighted that support for clients experiencing mental health issues is a 
significant gap in services.  As noted earlier, there is a growing focus on these needs in the form of 
Rexdale clinic’s involvement in the health justice initiative, but the clinic representatives emphasised the 
magnitude of this issue and the need to address it.   
 

We’re very well aware that that is a huge factor in the legal needs of low-income people. There is 
so often a mental health component that is probably not being addressed; probably not being 
treated and they’re not getting the access to services that we would.  
I think that the mental health piece is a huge consideration in working … with individuals that 
need that level of support, working through the legal system. 
 

Other Gaps in Service Provision 
Interviewees also identified a number of other specific areas in which it is perceived that services are 
currently missing or need to be strengthened, as illustrated by the following quotes: 
Refugees 

 
The one I guess I most certainly want to do something again is refugee claims …. because there's 
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a such a high instance of refugee claims in the area.  That’s really too bad that we can't provide 
that right now. 
The refugee project, we lost the funding for that but it's I think still a demand.  

 

 French-speaking Immigrants 
Francophones don’t self-identify nearly as often as (for example) speakers of Middle Eastern 
languages in our area. And yet there is a francophone population, Franco Africans for example, 
so they’re being underserved by our clinic and by South Etobicoke I think.  

 

 Family Law 
Family law … especially where children are concerned …. There is that high need (for) family 
services that we could be providing. 
I think there should be more robust family law … out there. I'm just not sure that our clinic should 
be involved in it. SE 

 

 Small Claims/Consumer Rights 
We don't do any small claims and there certainly is a demand for that. 
The other one where there is a big hole is consumer's rights.  

 

 Social Assistance/CPP 
In the social assistance domain … we don't do CPP cases as much as we could 

 

 Attending Tribunals and Hearings 
We actually have a dent in our clinic to go with people and to actually represent them at 
tribunals and hearings, and we think that that's actually very important. SE 

 

 Criminal Law/Youth Justice 
We were de-funded for criminal law and youth justice, but I think that is still a demand so we 
don't have the funding for it anymore.  

 
(4) BARRIERS TO RECEIVING SERVICES 

 
The interviewees were asked to indicate what they see as the main barriers that the clinics face in terms 
of effectively achieving their desired goals and results. The main overall barrier cited by representatives 
of both clinics was lack of resources. However, this was perceived to have a knock on effect resulting in 
more specific types of barriers, such as the ability to be more strategic, conduct community education 
and other outreach activities, and use technology to link with other clinics. These, along with other 
identified barriers, are illustrated by the quotes below. 
 
Lack of a Strategic Approach 
It was highlighted that budgetary and time constraints have made it difficult for the clinics to adopt a 
more strategic approach and in particular to work for systemic change.   

 
Usually they're just kind of putting out fires as to – as opposed to helping more towards a long 
term systemic goal that is really helping to lift people out of the circumstances that they're in.  
 
Our strategic plan has always revolved around maintaining at the very least the same level of 
service that we have given to the client, the people of South Etobicoke and that's been extremely 
challenging because of the makeup of our clinic and the number of people, or how few people 
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there's been …  that has taken a lot of energy away from really getting a long-term strategic plan 
going. 

 
Impact of Funding Arrangements on Long-Term Planning 
A number of interviewees also observed that Legal Aid Ontario’s funding application procedures and 
strategy development processes also hinder the ability of the individual clinics to undertake long-term 
strategic planning. 
 

Our annual application for funding is annual so it's one barrier to a long-term strategy but more 
importantly what's happened over the last five years is that Legal Aid has created their own 
strategic direction and sort of dictated to us what that's going to look like, and as a result of that 
every year seems to raise different issues. … It means that as far as strategic planning is 
concerned … it's been very short term planning. 
 
Something we see a lot is there is a special project that’s funded and then it's taken away by the 
funder then clients keep coming but the service can't necessarily be provided because we don’t 
have the extra money to do it.  
 
Legal Aid is always a little bit behind the curve because a meter of pressure happens at the grass 
roots level, it feeds up through the elected officials to the Attorney General’s level who then asks 
Legal Aid to develop a strategy, they take two years to develop a strategy … So then that unfolds 
to the clinics a little bit more slowly even.   
 

Restricted Services 
Limited budgets were also noted to have an impact on the clinics’ ability to offer a wider range of 
services ….. 

 
The ultimate plan here … is to always expand services in the areas of law that we cover and offer 
not just services and advice but also more representation and more time intensive work in the 
areas of law that we do, but are not able to spend that time because we just don't have the 
resources. 
 
We're actively looking at how do we lower our criteria or how do we, you know, in effect restrict, 
how do we change our criteria so that we restrict who we can actually represent. 
You can't go out there and apply for a thousand grants in different places if you haven't got the 
resources to be able to support these people. 
 
In trying to reach more people is you have to fence out some kinds of work so that you can do a 
good job on other kinds.  
 

Lack of Education, Advocacy and Outreach 
…. And on their ability to focus on the types of activities needed to bring about more systemic changes: 

 
We've done those things (advocacy, law reform) and we've always maintained a certain level 
but … it's never been satisfactory to me. I've always felt that our community deserves a whole lot 
more and there's a lot of demand for it. 
 
We don't have anyone to go out, a dedicated person to go into the community and organize 
major events in the community to be able to, you know, provide the workshops and the public 
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education on that they would like to do. 
 
Our limited ability to get into the community and go into different places to at least advertise our 
existence 

 
Accessibility  
The interviewees expressed a mix of views about the physical accessibility of the clinics to clients, with 
some perceiving this as a significant barrier to service provision: 
 

The biggest barrier is the access to justice concept for our community. I mean we are a 
community that has no courts or no tribunals … and people are required to go far off to deal with 
their matters  
 
The physical plant is okay and we're on a major bus line so I think that helps. I think where we 
are now is better than where we were … you had to come by bus basically … We are in the center 
of a very large community and we have access to an almost brand new library across the road 
and other agencies in the area. So I think we're in a fairly good location  

 
Transportation … The clinic isn't necessarily situated right by a transit hub.  It's not at the 
crossroads of large transit interchanges … (Only) those that have access to a vehicle or transit 
are able to access it … I commend South Etobicoke for situating themselves right on the subway 
line.   

 
It's a great location because it does have access to all the transits. So you can come up on the 
streetcars, you can come up on the buses, you can come down. It's a very good location and it 
has access to downtown. 
 

Other accessibility-related barriers identified by interviewees included the restricted opening hours of 
clinics, and the perceived difficulties among the target client populations of using technology to 
communicate with the clinics. 
 

Maybe people could Skype … (although) not so sure that that's workable given the fact that 
we're working with so many people with mental health issues and also who don't have money 
and probably, you know, may not have that technology in their homes. SE 

 
We are only open between 9 to 5 (but) we know that our community isn't one that operates 
strictly within the 9 to 5 hours. So it would be nice to be able to, you know, extend our hours to 
be able to better service our community  

 
Lack of Awareness of Services 
Many interviewees noted that the lack of community education and outreach means that many people 
in the target client communities are not aware of the existence of the clinics or the services offered. 
 

For those people who are more isolated or marginalized, they may not even know of our 
existence. 
 
People just aren't aware: “Oh legal aid what is that?” So it's more of a larger awareness versus 
when the individual comes in what the barriers are.  
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Another barrier is lack of information and, you know, better communication. So people having 
the understanding of what it is that we do and how we can help and making sure that 
information is ever flowing because … we know that people need to hear it constantly and be 
reminded often. 

 
Eligibility Criteria 
Finally, a number of interviewees expressed the view that the minimum income requirements for 
receiving legal aid are unrealistic, and present a barrier to receiving services among many individuals 
who are in need of them: 
 

That criteria is not realistic, I mean you know, living in Toronto, family of four. If you earn less 
than $50, 0000 a year … you’re making significant choices … where you live, how much food you 
put on the table, how much clothing you purchase for your children … where are they going to 
get the extra disposable income (to) deal with the legal issue on top of all the other things that 
they’re dealing with? 
 
The biggest flaw that I see in the legal aid system is the amount that one needs to have – the 
financial means as some individuals that should rightly be in the legal aid realm are not able to 
qualify for legal aid services simply because their income is too high.  In the real world their 
income isn't high enough for them to retain the services of a private practice lawyer.  
 

E. PERSPECTIVES ON LEGAL AID CLINIC OPERATIONS AND COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES  

The interviewees with board members and staff regarding legal aid clinic operations focused not only on 
current operations at each clinic and ways these might be improved, but also on the potential 
opportunities and challenges in each area that closer collaboration between the Rexdale and South 
Etobicoke clinic might bring.  
 
The interviewees discussed in turn processes and technologies; people, structure and accountabilities, 
and issues related to organizational culture and partnerships with other community organizations. The 
findings highlight that although representatives of the two clinics are aligned in their views relating to 
some areas of potential collaboration, in others there are significant differences to be overcome.  
 
In the following sections, the findings are discussed within each category of operations, organised where 
appropriate by current practices and areas for improvement, collaboration challenges and collaboration 
opportunities.  

 
i) OPERATIONS 

 
(1) PROCESSES AND TECHNOLOGIES – CURRENT OPERATIONS AND COLLABORATION 

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES 
 
Within the broad category of organizational processes and technologies, the findings are discussed by 
three sub-categories: back office processes; intake and service delivery processes and technologies.  
 
Back Office – Current Processes and Areas for Improvement 
Overall, the findings indicated that Rexdale are more advanced than South Etobicoke in the extent to 
which their back office processes are automated. Rexdale has been implementing a gradual transition to 
the use of electronic HR management processes, for example, such as scheduling, shared calendars and 
vacation planning, though it was acknowledged that these are still quite limited in terms of automated 
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features.  
 
We already are experimenting with shared staff people whose calendars have to be visible and 
shared with, you know, people at different clinics so that shouldn’t be too difficult.  
 
We’re still having a problem coordinating vacation scheduling. We’re perhaps not automated as 
we should be there, because there should be a thing where you can request days off and the 
system will analyze whether we will still have enough lawyers or licensed law society members 
on board, and the intake staff shouldn’t all be away at the same time and so on, things like that.  

 
It was highlighted that both clinics have their bookkeeping and accounting support in-house rather than 
contracting these services out, and the Rexdale interviewees expressed a view that this function should 
be retained within their own clinic.  

 
I like the fact that we have the bookkeeping capacity in-house. I think that that might be an area 
where we duplicate. I think xxx does the bookkeeping in-house and writes all the checks and 
produces all the statements both for the auditor and for the board meeting … at South 
Etobicoke.  
 

Back Office Processes – Collaboration Challenges 
Since the automation of administrative processes is already more advanced at Rexdale, some of the 
interviewees expressed concerns that Rexdale would bear a disproportionate amount of the effort and 
workload involved in integrating or standardising these processes.  

 
South Etobicoke (are) quite behind us in their administrative processes  … So, I don’t know how 
that would work and function if both clinics are to merge so specific access.  Because it feels like 
our legal clinic will be carrying a lot of the weight to bring another legal clinic up to where they 
are.  

 
The interviewees also perceived potential difficulties in merging their two clinics’ administrative 
systems, given the current differences between them. 

 
We use a payroll service and I know that they don’t at South Etobicoke and that is going to be a 
major stumbling block … and they have a system that is, ours is every two weeks, I think theirs is 
semimonthly. So somebody is going to have to give ground there and I don’t think it’s going to be 
us moving from automated payroll system to (their) method.  
 
Our system is totally different than Rexdale’s because they have twice the staff that we do. I 
could never do the system that they have, because they have dedicated person for intake, I could 
never do that. 

 
Concerns were also raised about sharing administrative systems between organizations due to privacy 
and confidentiality issues: 

 
Permission granting between two different employers is dicey because, for example our shared 
employment lawyer doesn’t want to put in her calendar the name of the client she’s seeing. It 
would be helpful for her admin assistant to know that at our clinic if it’s a Rexdale client, but she 
doesn’t want to share the client names with the other clinics, because that’s a breach of 
professional confidence. So there is awkwardness in some of it but maybe there are solutions we 
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haven’t thought of.  
 

Back Office Processes – Collaboration Opportunities 
The Rexdale interviewees mostly expressed a high level of satisfaction with their current back office 
processes and resistance to merging these with those of South Etobicoke. In contrast, the South 
Etobicoke representatives mainly perceived there to be potential value in this approach in terms of 
reduced staffing requirements and increased cost-effectiveness.   

 
Economies of scale? I suspect there probably would be in terms of being able to do some of the 
back office stuff like payroll or some of the LAO administrative functions or reporting 
requirements …  If we had money we could free up our office manager to be doing less 
bookkeeping. 
 
We could merge or join back office stuff in one office and keep it in one office. We may need 
another person … but if you did that and let's say made it hypothetically in Rexdale, you have this 
whole office to deal with people who are providing help to clients 

 
There was however, a degree of support for merging of certain back-office processes among the Rexdale 
interviewees: 

 
The overall policies are going to have to be looked at and agreed upon … but one bookkeeper for 
example for both could be possible I think. 
 

Intake and Service Delivery Processes – Collaboration Challenges 
The interviews revealed two significant differences in intake/service delivery procedures between the 
two clinics which may need to be reconciled if the clinics are able to work more closely together in 
future.  
 
First, there are differences in intake processes, with South Etobicoke using a call-back system for phone 
inquiries because of limited staff availability, and Rexdale being able to ensure that someone is usually 
available to take calls or meet clients and make immediate referrals.  Concerns were expressed about 
these differences and the need to address them, though it was noted that the current shared family law 
initiative is providing an opportunity to trial shared intake procedures. 

 
I think clinics differ a lot on how you reach them by phone … If they’re going to work together 
they need to be on the same page for how that works ... Otherwise there’s going to be bouncing, 
that we intend to be a warm referral and it ends up being an uncomfortable bounce.  
 I would say we have maybe 10% almost dropped calls, in other words someone calls and we try 
and get back to them and we never reconnect. SE 
 
Already we’re doing a bit of shared intake because we have one worker who does the 
employment (law) for both clinics. But there’s work to be done on what happens at intake and 
who does it and when and walk in or scheduled appointments and all that stuff.  

 
One interviewee stressed that these intake processes should ideally be standardized between the two 
clinics if closer collaboration were to be effective. 

 
I'm not saying necessarily both systems have to be the same but it would be nice if both systems 
were not the same that people are given that option. So for example if for whatever reason it 
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makes more sense for people to have walk in availability at one location, I think having that 
ability to have appointments, you know, or just some type of cohesiveness in how people are first 
triaged when they come in. 
 

The second main difference between the clinics in terms of service delivery is that South Etobicoke 
tends to represent all clients who seek support, whereas Rexdale have introduced a filtering system to 
determine eligibility for their services.  

 
South Etobicoke … they’ve hung on a lot longer to the concept that it’s our clinic’s duty to 
represent every person who brings us an appeal ... We developed a system called guided appeal 
preparation … We’ll only go with the ones where there’s mental health barriers, serious 
language and cultural barriers or where there’s so many complicated overlapping medical issues 
that they need a legal argument.  
 
We’re one of the few clinics … that represent on almost all of the cases that we get, and open 
files on virtually all of the cases that we get … By contrast, Rexdale is one clinic that doesn’t 
represent on a lot of cases and they just give people, you know, direction and tips and do some 
medical help with them whereas we actually go to hearings for almost everything. 

 
Concerns were also raised about the potential negative impact of shared service delivery on the close 
working relationships that the clinics are able to develop with clients in their immediate communities.  

 
From a Rexdale-specific perspective, I know that a lot of people feel comfortable with who they 
connect with and who they collaborate with and who they work with from a client side 
perspective.  They want to see consistency … in services and in support.  And I think (when) you 
don’t have that consistency in a community that has so many issues on violence and housing 
transitions and stuff like that, I think that becomes a challenge. 

 
Finally, the point was made that there may be difficulties in any future efforts to co-ordinate the clinics’ 
advocacy and legal reform submissions, given Legal Aid Ontario’s current processes and requirements. 

When there's piece of legislation or wanting to recommend these for the legislation, how do we 
quickly put together a response to the government or recommendations to the government … 
How do we collaborate our approach to LAO, right?  Right now LAO has a divide and conquer 
kind of routine where each clinic ends working with LAO separately.  

 
Intake and Service Delivery Processes – Collaboration Opportunities  
Some interviewees, especially from South Etobicoke, saw potential for greater integration of intake 
processes between the two clinics, particularly by freeing up more staff resources that could be 
dedicated to client intake.  
 

I think some of the intake stuff might be able to be more centralized within the two clinics. You 
know, I'm not sure if we need two different intake systems that way. SE 
 
At a clinic where there's some merger cooperation, where you have more people, it may allow 
for actually having someone who's in the office every day that takes the calls as they come, and 
be able to deal with it. And that's certainly what increases efficiency. 

 
However, Rexdale representatives also identified potential value in allocating more staff resources to 
the initial stages of client intake, in terms of a more client-centered and more efficient process.  
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In my opinion, it would be great to have … a process where people could come in and sit down 
with an intake staff member who’s been trained to ask all the types of appropriate kind of 
questions … in that way we could (provide) a more holistic approach to people coming in seeking 
our help and a holistic approach to the community in general.  

 
Interviewees also identified potential accessibility benefits in terms of offering “one stop shop” services 
to clients as well as ensuring that the full range of available legal services is available regardless of client 
location.  
 

A lot of the types of services that we both provide … from a client's perspective, they would be 
able to see it all as one stop shopping for them. If they were looking for immigration, regardless 
if it's called Etobicoke South or Rexdale, that the client would be able to say, “Hey this is legal aid 
and this is where I can go for immigration”. SE  
 
I think collaborating in terms of where an individual, a client were to attend, whether it’s Rexdale 
or South Etobicoke … For instance those that have limited financial means that are not able to 
travel … or that may have a medical restrictions that may prevent them from going out a bus for 
an hour and a half to receive legal services. It may make sense for them to visit a clinic that’s 
closer to their home.  
 
Another issue that Rexdale has … is that their territory is divided by gangs. And they have gang 
people who are, their families who are in dire need of legal help that will not go there. So those 
are some of the reasons why, you know, there's good reason to merge. 

 
This approach was perceived by some to offer potential efficiencies and cost-savings for clinics in terms 
of the allocation of staff resources. 

 
If you put both of the centers together there's probably enough resources right now to actually 
say … how can we meet the need? Maybe both (employment lawyers) need to be in Northern 
Rexdale based on the numbers, and the immigration lawyer needs to come down to South 
Etobicoke.  
 
Sharing human resources is a great idea … everyday for example we don’t need to have an 
immigration lawyer, but if it's done strategically we can have a lawyer who deals with 
immigration (who) comes once a week or they're discussing through the phone and then you 
make appointments and then come to the clinics. 
 
The cost line is almost certainly going to be beneficial if you merge, because you've (currently) 
got duplication of services 
 

Technologies Applied – Current Processes and Areas for Improvement 
Although both clinics currently have their own website, the interviewees revealed that Rexdale is more 
advanced than South Etobicoke in terms of online technologies and the use of social media. The Rexdale 
representatives reported the use of a range of social media sites to publicize their services, as well as the 
use of video conferencing in some non-client contexts.  

 
You will find that we have an online presence. It’ll be WordPress, it may not be very up to date, a 
little bit of Twitter here and there, a Facebook page and basically that leads you to our WordPress 
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site.  
 

We have all the equipment that we need to do remote video conferencing and we’re already using 
that with one of the tribunals  

 
In contrast, South Etobicoke reported limited progress in these areas largely because of the latter clinic’s 
staffing constraints and technology skill limitations. 

 
We have a web page that hasn't been updated for years because no one knows how. We haven't got 
the budget to hire anybody and it just sits there. SE 
 
We have no money to get someone to run the website. So people are getting old information, 
accessibility is limited; our ability to link to other clinics … is not there. 

 
Mixed views were expressed on the role of Legal Aid Ontario in facilitating or hindering the adoption of 
new technological hardware or software by the clinics. Rexdale’s Executive Director expressed the view 
that although these have to be approved by Legal Aid Ontario, this has not generally represented a 
barrier, especially since the clinic has been in a position to fund its own purchases.   

 
If you can justify the case for needing software, Legal Aid will provide it and install it. If you can’t 
make the case for them buying it, you have to say up money. And our clinic routinely has enough 
surplus to be able to buy what we need and get Legal Aid to install. We haven’t had a problem 
with that. Again the project money helps with that.  

 
However, other interviewees from both locations indicated that a lack of adequate technology and 
technological expertise has hindered the ability of clinics to deliver services more efficiently, and that 
LAO’s role in relation to funding both equipment and projects has contributed to this barrier.   

When I first got there, the discussion around the board table was - we need a computer for our 
staff. I mean that's a tool in order for them to do their job but yet it was a challenge for them to 
even secure a computer for someone to do their job. SE 
 
They had a marketing person who was part of the IIN grant.  Who (was) able to have active 
social media, and have blogs … But the moment that contract is removed, then it‘s no longer an 
opportunity or an option  
 
The technology is always a bit of a bugaboo with all the clinics …  we're restricted because 
everything that we want to download has to go through Legal Aid.  

 
The responses reflected some frustration about the delays on the part of LAO in implementing the 
planned CIMS, which is eventually expected to help improve the operational efficiency of legal clinics.  

I think actually when CIMS is rolled out it will be (a) great opportunity … I think there's some 
fatigue around that, like when is it actually coming. 

 
Technologies Applied – Collaboration Challenges 
The interviewees revealed a potential challenge with regard to closer integration of technology between 
the clinics, in the form of the current extent of incompatibilities between systems. This suggests that 
considerable efforts may be required to overcome these.  
 

When I became shared in December my technology did not work at the other clinic … it really 
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took about four or four and half weeks for my ITs to really be up there,  so I could function at all 
at the clinic. 

 
The other potential barrier relates to the confidentiality constraints on sharing information between 
clinics or communicating electronically, which would need to be addressed if developing shared 
electronic data systems.  

 
I have some concerns about some of the technological solutions that had been proposed in terms 
of privacy issues that if, for example if Skype or conferencing technology is used and all that 
material is recorded and so on, does LAO have access to that? … You need very, very strong 
procedures and, you know, firewalls and all sorts of technology in place to safeguard all of that. 

 
Despite this, it is perceived that there would be value in overcoming these concerns to support 
improved collaboration between legal clinics generally, and optimism that the planned CIMS might 
eventually represent an opportunity to do so. 

 
Legal services are such that confidentiality is of paramount importance but at the same time. I 
think within clinics and oftentimes even the clients say, “Well actually I went down to that clinic 
and why wouldn’t you pull my file up?” They’re not aware that a clinic isn't able to do that … I’m 
cognizant of the fact that there is some limitations with what I'm suggesting.  You simply can’t 
say I want to share my information with all clinics across Ontario. But at the same time I think 
there might be some value in looking into in -- under what circumstances clinics may be able to 
share information.  And I think a central sort database where that information can be stored. 
Rexdale Board. 
 
I think if they got one system that all of legal aid could be connected to and then specific sites of 
branches so we would have restricted accessibility but the client’s name or profile would be there 
to help, I mean there's privacy issues around that … but if there was connectivity even between 
Rexdale and Etobicoke South with regards to the clients, I think that would be great. 

 
Another anticipated barrier to the adoption of new technologies within a collaborative context was 
opposition from staff, especially in South Etobicoke where the employees have mostly been in their 
roles for many years and tend to resist change. The importance of overcoming this resistance and 
changing mindsets was highlighted.  

 
I also think that the staff have to be open-minded. Change is good, but I think part of the 
challenge is when people have been doing something for so long, there is a bit of resistance … it's 
all about, you know, dealing with people to get their buy-in on why we're doing the system and 
why it's going to be better for you and the client at the end of the day. 

 
Technologies Applied – Collaboration Opportunities  
Interviewees from both clinics expressed the view that it would be beneficial to have a single website, 
with a single member of staff responsible for maintaining this. 

 
I think clinics as a whole if we had a provider where we could actually have someone look after 
our website 
 
If they go to the South Etobicoke they're going to go into our (website), and then Rexdale has its 
own web site, why not have one? 
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For South Etobicoke representatives, an important potential benefit of greater collaboration was seen to 
be the access to staff with technological skills, which are currently lacking in their clinic. 

 
With the technology you might have different skill sets … I do believe that (Rexdale) do have 
strong people there who have more skills with the technologies. 

 
It was also noted that the expanded use of Skype or other videoconferencing facilities, not only between 
the two clinics but also with other stakeholders, could be helpful in supporting collaboration and 
increasing responsiveness. 

 
Doing the collaboration between organizations … there’s technologies that are now there, that 
allow us to be able to communicate, strategize, develop tactics and strategies on an ongoing 
basis, you know, as circumstances change right away. 
 
Things like Skype where … if you got it organized properly, you have people that are getting calls 
or face to face calls with people from outside the community or in different agencies, right now 
that's not been set up properly and it's not happening. 

 
Although some interviewees considered the potential use of video-conferencing with clients in a more 
collaborative arrangement between the clinics, they tended to rule this out because of the perceived 
need to retain a more personal, face-to-face approach. It was noted that the use of virtual 
communication with clients might affect their level of comfort with or trust in the service provider, and 
questions were also raised about whether clients would have access to the technology or to a secure 
and private setting in which they could hold online discussions. 

 
You could meet somebody over Skype or virtual conferencing to get the work done, but is the 
trust built up there? Does that person feel comfortable that they can, you know, really get into 
the details? Where will they be to do that? You know, are we then taking away that humanizing 
part? And I think that's important especially for the work that we do. Being able to sit with 
somebody and letting them know that they're being hurt, right. That's a huge part of our work 
and cannot be understated. We need that connection of being able to meet with people and be 
in a safe place where they can feel comfortable to talk and make sure that the information is 
confidential. 
 
I’m not so sure that that's workable given the fact that we're working with so many people with 
mental health issues and also who don't have money and probably, you know, may not have that 
technology in their homes. 

 
On the other hand, some of the interviewees were more optimistic about the possibility of using video-
conferencing technology to interact with clients. 

Maybe you'd experiment with Skype so that if intake was open here, but not open at South 
Etobicoke because all their case workers are at a hearing, they could sit in front of a laptop and 
they could be interviewed by my intake worker from a distance. 
 
Everyone’s assuming seniors don't know how to use the computers, whereas a lot of them do …. I 
think you still have to have a variety of tools available for clients, whether it's the phone or apps 
or programming pieces but I think people have to be given the opportunity to make that 
informed decision.  
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(2) PEOPLE, STRUCTURE AND ACCOUNTABILITIES - CURRENT OPERATIONS AND 

COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES 
 
People, Structure and Accountabilities – Current Situation and Improvement Opportunities 
The responses of interviewees reflected the fact that Rexdale is a much larger clinic, with more staff and 
wider range of skills. This clinic also has a younger staff profile and relatively high turnover – this 
apparently not been a problem since the clinic has consistently been able to attract high quality 
replacements for staff, and the continual changes are reported to contribute to its dynamic culture.  
 

I think that the legal clinic is really fortunate to have a team that so diverse and has – is able to 
bring so many skills at the table  
 
We've got a lot of young staff that change quite frequently and usually they're changing because 
they're good at what they do dammit, and they're moving on and being replaced by equally 
young, sharp folks who are, you know, training and doing stuff. So to meet it’s dynamic, always 
changing kind of operation.  
 

It was mentioned by one interviewee, however, that the large number of staff and different roles at 
Rexdale, coupled with the relatively informal organizational culture, sometimes create difficulties in 
terms of blurred accountabilities and how to ensure quality of work. 
 

I think that it would be helpful to have a much more clear understanding about like supervision … 
it's great to have a lot of volunteers and different disciplines represented here but … we have to 
make sure that advice is being given appropriately. It's a bit tricky in a legal clinic setting 
because … we're pretty non-hierarchical … To be honest we are working on that. We're getting 
through some policy drafting and I think that that is actually being dealt with.  

 
In contrast, the South Etobicoke representatives stressed the limitations on them relating to the small 
number of staff employed, their older age profile, and the difficulties resulting from the short-term 
funding of many posts. 
 

You need an expansion. Five people in a clinic would not work really – to really service the needs 
of the community because the need is too diverse. SE 
We’ve got an older staff. If we’d over the years been able to hire people, we might've had a nicer 
mix of younger and older. SE 
 
We had Investing in Neighbourhoods for a while but that program doesn't allow us to continue 
getting the resources that we need from it … So we had a receptionist who was great for three 
years, we had a community worker for three years who was great but those positions disappear 
and those are the positions of need. 

 
There was reported to be some limited sharing of employees between the clinics in the context of 
specific projects, although in the case of South Etobicoke this has proved difficult due to pressure on 
existing staff resources. 
 

We have the part time staff that came with the WESE project … we got not only two lawyers out 
of it, but the student, who right now is reassigned just to South Etobicoke because of the staff 
gap they have  
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She's not very shared because we've got her fulltime now because we haven't got anybody else 
to fill in. So West Toronto and Rexdale aren’t really getting the benefit of her. 

 
The older age profile of the clinic’s staff is not only a concern in terms of longer term succession 
planning at South Etobicoke, but is already resulting in relatively high levels of sickness absence and 
difficulties in covering essential services. This problem is apparently exacerbated by the generous 
vacation provisions of the current personnel policy.  

 
A lot of the staff have been there for 20, 30 years which, you know, 5, 10 years from now, not 
even that long, but people will want to retire. But where are we going? What plan is in place to 
help us move forward? SE 
 
We’ve got a bit of a crisis … the issue that everybody here has been here for many years, and 
nobody's going anywhere. And in the next couple years we're all going to be over 60, the whole 
clinic. And that doesn't take away from the skill of it but it does take away from the attendance if 
you will. We've got two people on sick leave … I mean everybody has ailments here. 
 
The personnel policy is very generous, I've got people that … basically are absent for like three 
months of the year … Everyone's on six weeks of holiday. It's just crazy from a managerial point 
of view. 

 
Succession planning is currently a concern for the Executive Directors of both clinics, but for different 
reasons: in the case of South Etobicoke it is the inability to date to identify a suitable successor for the 
longer term, while in the case of Rexdale this is related to the upcoming retirement of the current 
Executive Director, and the question of whether a successor should take over her current wide range of 
responsibilities or be focused only on clinic management.  

 
I've not been able to … balance the need for experience with the need for someone that would be 
politically motivated, if you will, to take over … I've asked people to take over my position and 
aspects of it and gladly give up money to do that, and nobody wants it. 
We were talking about having a director who's not a lawyer at the top … there’s so much … work 
with the Hub that's not really accounted for in the legal aid world … So it would be nice to have 
someone to do all that and free up, to have an extra lawyer (for) some kind of casework.  

 
One of the main differences between the clinics in terms of management responsibilities is that the 
Executive Director of Rexdale Clinic also has a governance role as Chair of the Rexdale Hub Board. This is 
seen as important in contributing to the ability of clinic to play a wider role in their community and to 
interact with partners.  

 
We have a larger role within the community simply because we have the size to allow us to be 
able to volunteer that kind of service to others, which I think is important.   

 
At South Etobicoke, some expressed the view that the Executive Director role could benefit from a 
strengthening of management skills and clearer delineation of the boundaries of accountability between 
the Board and the Executive Director.   
 
At the same time, the feeling was also  expressed that feeling that the Executive Director role is 
expected to shoulder too much responsibility and that it would be helpful to have more support from 
the Board, for example in the form of committees.  
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The perceived importance of the collaboration initiative to the future of South Etobicoke clinic as well as 
the community was stressed. 
 

I mean we've got nothing, relatively speaking and Rexdale has a ton. I mean they have twice the 
budget, they've got and you know, we need help in back office, we need casework help, we need 
everything and anything … to me the possibilities of the expansion in the sense of expanding our 
services outside of what we're doing now is tremendous. 

 
People, Structure and Accountabilities - Collaboration Opportunities 
The potential benefits from closer collaboration or integration of the two clinics in the area of people 
and structure were identified as follows. 
 

 A single Executive Director for both clinics: 
You have an Executive Director that may not do that much legal work or none … I mean 
there's whole (new) possibilities with respect to just setting up different levels of 
accountability and response. 
 
One lawyer at each location to oversee the daily work but one Director to do the policies 
and look for funding and all that stuff. 

 

 A single Board of Governance for both clinics: 
You’re down to one board and one board meeting a month … it just seems to me that 
one body is better than two. 
 
Have one board. One board across both of them, equal representation on both. 
 

 Creating new roles to serve both clinics 
When we were going to have amalgamation if it had come to fruition the suggestion 
was that you really have a manager administrator running the clinics separate from the 
law director. 
 
If you get someone that did just community development for the two clinics … going out 
fulltime and bringing people in, organizing stuff with agencies, that's something that's 
really needed, just basically a community legal worker fulltime which neither clinic has. 
 

 Reallocation of staff roles and provision of coverage across the clinics: 
I think there's opportunity for some of the positions to switch around a bit and then you 
have the right people in the right jobs. SE 
 
The more people you have, I think it's always easier … first of all you've got people 
covering for others, you have more people, caseworkers so if someone's away you've got 
someone that can fill in …. And the more people you have, you know, the broader the 
range of their expertise, and that certainly helps. 
 
I see no reason why staff members from one clinic ought not to go the other … I certainly 
do think that it would justify an individual’s role for instance if there is no need for 
somebody to be a full time family lawyer at Rexdale and if that service could be shared 
by South Etobicoke and that salary could be shared by South Etobicoke  …. I see nothing 
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but a benefit in terms of doing that.   
 
Eliminating multiple positions, like EDs and office managers … We may have one 
receptionist maybe that answers the phone, that all the lines go to that one receptionist 
for the one clinic, instead of having two receptionists. 

  
People, Structure and Accountabilities - Collaboration Challenges  
One of the challenges in this area is the question of how to combine or reconcile the significant 
differences in the current roles of the two Executive Directors. In the case of Rexdale, this is currently 
focused almost exclusively on management and governance, while at South Etobicoke the Executive 
Director handles a large amount of client casework.  
 

I actually don’t see clients, I’m covering intake today, but a rule I don’t have my own client files 
and that’s so different from (South Etobicoke Executive Director). He is juggling the ED skills and 
duties and requirements with a caseload of … 50%, 60% of what his staff lawyers have, so the 
need to be in tribunals some of the time. My job is very different.  

 
Some of the interviewees expressed the view that the Executive Director roles should not be combined 
as this could undermine the quality and efficiency of management and accountability at each clinic.  
 

Accountability (is) very specific to the clinic itself … That is where I would draw the line in terms 
of dividing power. It ought to be management at Etobicoke looks into their affairs and South 
Etobicoke look into theirs, respectively. 
 
If you all of a sudden have only one (Executive Director), how that can that one person be able to 
be on top of all of the issues? And be able to react in real time to all the issues that come up in 
two geographically kind of different neighbourhoods. 
 

Some also reported concerns that, given the considerable difference in size between the two clinics, 
Rexdale would have too much influence over the shape and outcomes of any collaboration. However, 
the Executive Director of South Etobicoke indicated a belief that these views are unfounded, and could 
be addressed by ensuring equal representation from the two clinics on a single Board.  
 

If we did share resources, the sensitivity of South Etobicoke not feeling like they’re getting 
steamrolled by the bigger organization.  
 
We have a couple of board members that think that if we merged with Rexdale, we would 
become subsumed by the bigger clinic and we would lose our voice, and the South Etobicoke 
would lose out on it 
 

Others raised more general questions about how a shared organizational structure could work in 
practice. 

 
I don’t know how two clinics that far apart can use organizational structures or how much do 
you split a person’s time and where do people work … I have a lot of concerns about that and 
also just continuity for clients. 
 

Overall, however, interviewees acknowledged that the success of any degree of integration of the two 
clinics hinges on the willingness of the Directors and staff to accept the changes, and to recognise the 
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importance of focused on the interests of the community.  It was acknowledged that proactive 
measures may be required to reassure staff and achieve their commitment to the initiative.  

 
The way to do it successfully is … to make sure that all of the staff buys in and gets to know each 
other and are comfortable working with each other and appreciative of each other’s skills and 
happy to do the collaboration and no one feels threatened.  
 
Part of the challenge … for a group of people who've been together for 25 plus years, is, “Oh that 
won't work. We never get that so let's not bother.”  
 
The thing that we've got going for us really is two like-minded directors that would see this as 
not just sort of a clinic kind of thing, … it's helping everybody in Etobicoke get better services. 

 
(3) CULTURE AND PARTNER RELATIONSHIPS - CURRENT OPERATIONS AND COLLABORATION 

OPPORTUNITIES 
 
Culture and Partner Relationships – Current Operations and Areas for Improvement 
Interviewees from both clinics reported that internal organizational cultures are generally very positive 
and valued by the staff.  
 

For the most part I think we’re hitting the market we want to hit, which is that it’s a fun place to 
work, it makes you want to come to work and help out your fellow workers and trust each other 
and have each other’s backs and that kind of stuff.  

 
What works well with our management style is that we're encouraged to not necessarily 
specialize but focus in on areas that interest us … That keeps people efficient, because they know 
they're not going to be bogged down with the same thing constantly and they can take a break 
from that, you know, periodically. So I think that we have some of that here and I think that's 
great.  
 
The culture here … I think it's in many respects it's fantastic ... The staff’s been together for a 
long time, tremendously nice people. Everybody raves about their experience here. 

 
In the case of South Etobicoke, however, the Executive Director commented on the difficulties he has 
experienced in making changes, due to the long-established non-hierarchical and non-confrontational 
culture.  
 

If I try and dictate something it's almost impossible. Everyone will just go wild … the people sort 
of think that either they are personally sort of in charge of everything that they do … you know, 
there's no hierarchy. And that's been unchanged and I guess the biggest problem I've had. 
 

Concerns were also expressed about the ways in which the operating culture of Legal Aid Ontario often 
creates difficulties for the clinics. 
 

We all have a little bit of frustration with Legal Aid’s communication and management style … 
personal relationships with them is OK, getting to make decisions is, you know, like dental work 
with no anaesthetic … Legal Aid is our most important partner, we’re grateful for their 
generously providing family law services and it’s endlessly frustrating dealing with them.  
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In terms of partner relationships, Rexdale reported a strong and generally successful emphasis on 
networking with partners both within the hub and externally.  

 
That’s probably the greatest strength that Rexdale have … There is a quite a concerted effort to 
ensure that everybody is aware of the clinic. (Rexdale board) 
 
We have a worker here who … works with the Ontario Project for Inter-Clinic Community 
Organizing (OPICCO), …. Because she works on big picture things with this Ontario wide 
community, she’s also more likely to participate in Toronto clinic networks .  
 
I have a few staff who attend different community network meetings … they attend community 
councils, community police liaisons, Etobicoke Youth Network, Focus Rexdale, which is a justice 
and crisis management group.  

 
However, it was also observed that even within the hub there is scope to improve communications and 
networking with other organizations.  

 
People build hubs assuming that having agencies share a postal code will magically make them 
cooperative together and it isn’t so, it takes work … It’s a steady effort to cultivate and maintain 
and build up the partner relationships in the hub … I think we do struggle with that a little bit like 
even on the basic level of knowing what exactly all the agencies do and what exactly you can 
refer clients for, for example. Also confusion about what we do. I think that’s a bit of a 
communication issue.  
 
When we were planning to move to that location, I think we were very excited about the notion 
of being able to be connected with other agencies within the building and essentially it's like 
living in a condo, you nod to your neighbours but the connection isn't what it could be.  
I guess Rexdale Women's Center and Albion Neighbourhood Center, those two in particular they 
do a lot of work that seems to almost come into the legal spectrum … more meetings with them.  

 
At South Etobicoke, the constraints on staffing inevitably have an impact on the time available for 
building relationships with community partners. Despite this, a variety of activities in this area were 
reported. 

 
As a lawyer I do quite a bit of going out into the community. I go to meetings, I was at a meeting 
this week, an inter-agency meeting at LAMP ....  People come and go and we sort of network, we 
find out what's new, what else is going on in the community and go from there … And we deal 
with and refer to and schedule referrals from a whole number of agencies that deal with the low 
income senior kind of population here. 
 
We work with a lot of other stakeholders within the community to try and look at broader issues 
and we also are very active working with other legal clinics in terms of working groups and other 
larger issues as well 

 
However, the South Etobicoke representatives also indicated that there are weaknesses in their 
relationships with community partners, and that these seemed to have declined over time. This was 
seen as partly due to the limited ability of the clinic to devote resources to maintaining these 
relationships, but also the lack of input from the other agencies.  
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The feedback that we got from the agencies was that they wanted more collaboration and at the 
same time, you know, I guess their expectation is that we should take the ball or I guess, and we 
do everything with it. And despite our best efforts they have not really cooperated that well and 
they certainly don't take the lead with it, you know. They, the only time we'll hear from them is if 
they want us to write a referral letter or whatever. 
 
We used to have very good connections with a lot of the other agencies in the neighbourhood. 
They seem to have dwindled away. It would be nice if we could find some way of reconnecting 
with these agencies and being able to, you know, tap their sources and be able to use them. I 
mean I'm thinking of LAMP and the Stonegate Community Health Center. SE 

 
Partner Relationships – Collaboration Opportunities and Challenges 
In this section, perceived opportunities and challenges arising from increased collaboration in partner 
relationships are discussed together, since in effect the interviewees identified these in terms of 
opposite sides of the same coin.  
 
On the one hand, the opportunities were defined in terms of having the same objectives from partner 
relationships, and being able to achieve these most effectively through joint efforts or dedicated staff 
roles shared by the clinics.  

 
In spite of the fact that we all want to focus on our community, we basically have the same 
concerns and the same issues, we just have to take that leap and take a risk about branching out 
a little bit further than we were before.  
 
I think they need to be given more opportunity (to) deepen the collaboration and relationships 
between the other community service providers that are … what I see a lot of that is done on 
their own time … they do it because they see it as a necessary part but it’s being done outside of, 
you know their scope of work and certainly outside of what they are being paid to do. 

 
It was also noted that some of the individual clinics’ existing community partners also serve clients 
within the geographical area covered by the other clinic and that could be benefits in having closer 
associations with these.  

 
I guess places like Albion Neighbourhood Services … have offices down in the South as well as up 
here. We could work with them. They have a lot of housing programs and things that we could 
work with them, both of us from both ends, I don't know. 
 
I think that even though, you know, let's say ANS, Albion Neighbourhood Services might be seen 
as a North Etobicoke community resource, I think it's important for South Etobicoke to be aware 
of that resource and be aware of what’s there and what's offered and vice versa, 

 
Even though there is relatively little overlap between the partners of each clinic, it was observed that 
collaboration could still work well in enabling the clinics to build better relationships with these 
partners, for example in the area of community education. 

 
Most of our community partners don’t seem to have very much overlap … but that doesn’t mean 
we couldn’t collaborate because we’re already doing some of that collaboration. If we need a 
speaker on a topic for tenants’ rights to go to an event, it makes sense maybe to send two, one 
from each clinic on the subject … or we can send, depending on the event, just one if we have an 
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immigration person available for a talk on their patch and they don’t have a person, because we 
have more people, then those kinds of things, those partnerships are possible.  
 

On the other hand, some interviewees were more sceptical about the possibilities for collaborating this 
area due to the different areas of focus and the geographical coverage of each clinic.  

 
Rexdale’s dealing with a lot more questions about youth than our clinic is and that's a huge focus 
of their clinic - for them it's really critical in terms of everything that's going on there. … For 
them, being in a hub has all sorts of plusses. We're not in a hub at all … So many of the 
community partner relationships are geographically defined, at least ours are, like are in South 
Etobicoke areas.  

 
There were few comments regarding the opportunities and challenges in the area of organizational 
culture, with the exception of the following highlighting the potential difficulties of merging two 
separate cultures in any organizational change initiative.  

 
They grew up in two separate cultures … A lot of the problems or challenges … will definitely 
occur during that transformation.   

 
ii) RESOURCING   
 

Overall, interviewees stressed the resource constraints faced at both clinics, which have an impact on 
the range of services provided and the numbers of clients they are able to serve.  
 
These constraints appear to be much more severe at South Etobicoke, where there are serious 
pressures on staffing and on the ability to take on any non-client related work. This situation also 
reportedly has a negative impact on the management of the clinic since the Executive Director’s time is 
necessarily divided between this and casework.  
 

We’re under resourced by any measure … I'm not greedy but we need a full time lawyer here, 
another full time experienced lawyer to be in this office. I mean that's the bottom-line and 
besides that, you know, we could use other resources, and if we had the other full time lawyer it 
could be possible or might be possible to arrange. If we had more resources I could have more 
time (for) just supervising and overseeing and managing the office. 
 
Where resources would help would take a bit of pressure off people and also allow us to expand 
a little bit into other areas that we may want to take on but can't. 

 
At Rexdale, in contrast, the Executive Director reported a current situation in which there is a surplus of 
resources resulting from project funding.  
 

We’re swimming in money right now with the WESE project money … we’re in a situation of 
unaccustomed wealth because usually clinics (usually) have to scrimp and save to figure out how 
to replace an office chair.  

 
However, the broader range of responses from the representatives of this clinic confirmed that this is a 
temporary state of affairs, within a trend of decreasing funding for the core work of the clinic. This is 
seen to contribute to the necessity of exploring collaborative initiatives as a way of increasing efficiency 
and providing a fuller range of services.  
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Annually it gets tighter and tighter, we really do have to start thinking more creatively in terms 
of using technology and sharing personnel because we simply can't afford in perpetuity to be a 
standalone, you know. We can't be the local community clinic the way we used to be because it's 
just not efficient.  
 
We need more resources … Staff admit that they have to turn people away.  Rexdale 
As a lawyer I would like to be appealing decisions to court more but it's so much work.   We're 
pretty at the limits as it is in terms of administrative support and we all do the best we can … 
There's just so many people who need our advice that it's really hard to step back.  

 
Interviewees from both clinics also highlighted the lack of adequate space for staff within their premises.  

We have one office, and right now it's a shared office. So we have place for one person that I've 
always sort of wanted to keep around for a full time new lawyer. We have another couple areas 
that people can work out of but they're … not really that conducive for lawyers … Right now we 
ran into that issue with the new two hires from immigration employment. Normally I would have 
been able to tell them they can stay here but I didn't have the space. 
 
Even us we could use more, we have a lot of space, physical space but that doesn't seem to be 
enough. Even now we're always trying to find space for the new lawyers to sit.  

 
It was also noted that long term planning is very difficult for the clinics because of the continual 
uncertainty about available future funds.  

The challenge is that we’re all setting our cost with the general support of individual and people 
who believe in our vision.  But I don’t think that you can't necessarily rely on that. 

 
F. SUMMARY 

i) MOST CRITICAL THINGS TO BE DONE 
 
The interviewees were finally asked to sum up from their own perspective the three most critical things 
that they believe the clinics need to do well in order to achieve their goals and desired results.  
 
Making Collaboration Work 
The majority of comments offered in response to this question focused on ways of maximizing the 
success of the proposed collaboration between South Etobicoke and Rexdale legal clinics.   
In particular, the interviewees emphasized the need for adequate engagement and securing the buy-in 
of staff and stakeholders: 
 

You really need to sit down and really see how we can work together without feeling 
threatened …  How to really be fair with each other and share resources and knowledge. 
That we have appropriate community and partner consultation with feedback opportunities.  As 
well as staff feedback opportunities.  Because I think with our previous transformation, people 
(were unclear) what the goals were. 
 
I would like our people to just be really comfortable with whatever innovation comes up and feel 
confident that they can help enact that. You know, the innovation, that they're part of it and we 
want their input. If you can get people to feel ownership, you know, right off you get everybody 
onside that's really really good. 
 
I think that we really need to make sure we hear the community's voice in this change or just to 
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be very honest about what we're doing … We may not be able to do large community consults 
and be able to reach out to the community but I think we need to be very honest and be very 
clear about what we’re trying to achieve because that's important I think, in terms of the 
community and the staff. 
 
The policies and procedures that need to be looked at, that they’re agreeable to both sides. 

 
They also highlighted the importance of remaining focused on and acting in the best interests of the 
community and clients: 
 

Look at the city as a whole, that's the most important thing. Stop arguing about whether or not, 
who gets the most resources out of it. Look at the city as a whole and remember that you're 
trying to keep a system that's alive and that we have control over it because if we completely 
screwed this up and they don't make any changes, Legal Aid will make the changes for us and I 
can't see it being good changes for our clientele. 

 
Continuing to serve the interest of their own particular community groups … something I’ve 
heard from those community members that are in Rexdale … is they may not be aware of what 
North Etobicoke residents have to go through.  Just for an example , I think crime or criminal 
related matters, or landlord and tenant issues may be considerations that the residents of North 
Etobicoke may have, whereas South Etobicoke may be dealing with issues pertaining to human 
rights issues or transportation issues or Ontario Work issues.  
 
Sometimes we forget that we're there for the client and we have to keep bringing that back, is 
we're here for the client, what does the client need and want? And I would more like to hear 
their voice because we can do all this work and we're all wonderful but I'm not the client asking 
for the service. 
 

Another critical factor in the collaboration efforts, some interviewees noted, is the identification of clear 
goals and milestones, taking into account the interests of different stakeholders.  
 

I think that we have to have a clear logical process. … that shows not the successes at the end of 
potentially say a 10 year model but the purposes and success at each point.  Like the purpose for 
each change or whatever the prospects, whatever the action items are.   
 
What may be a success for funder may not be what a success is for the client, and what may not 
be a success for the caseworker or whoever is working on that file. So I think that's another thing 
that we need to think about. 

 
In addition to the critical importance of achieving success in the collaboration initiative, the following 
areas were also identified as critical areas for the clinics to focus on going forward: 
 

 More outreach: 
Refocusing our work a little bit from the minutiae of our daily case works to bigger ideas. 
I think especially now in this political climate, we really have even more of a duty to live 
out the goals of our mandate and our ideals in a more systemic way.  
I guess it's balancing the casework. It just seems to take over and I think it would be 
great to have somebody doing outreach and having somebody that has time to do it. 
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 Awareness-raising 
Publicizing the idea that if you come to a legal clinic you're going to get incredible service 
even though you're not paying for it. That you will be treated with dignity and respect. 
More communication about what we do and how we do it. 

 

 Engaging with communities 
I think we have to actually be engaging the people that we represent right, our 
community that we represent. And so that for me has been a bit of a, you know, still a 
gap. 

 

 Meeting client needs 
Taking a holistic approach to the clients walking through the door.  Understanding the 
needs of the clients and – and responding to those needs in a timely manner. 
 

 Securing Resources 
For me … it still is a question of additional resources to be able to actually meet more of 
the needs, let alone all the needs of our community   
 
Securing more funding from LAO and having more staff.  At least at South Etobicoke.   
Having more additional space and equipment for the staff at Rexdale because there's 
quite a lot of staff there.   

 
ii) BIGGEST GAPS 

 
When asked for their views on where the biggest gaps currently are in the abilities of the clinics to 
achieve their goals, the following were identified by the interviewees: 
 

 Specific areas of law, and consistency of services offered:  
There's gaps in casework, but there's specific case work. We talked about that gap with 
respect and landlord and tenant cases.  
 
Making the services that are available in both clinics the same. So if South Etobicoke is 
doing a presentation at tribunals so should Rexdale. 
People do have to travel quite a way. There are services but they have to travel to get 
them. 
 

 Outreach and community engagement 
Another gap is the amount of energy and ability that we have to do community outreach 
and workshops.  
 
Communication and the understanding of how the community needs us to serve them.  
 

 Management  
The biggest gap is in the management of the clinic 
Succession planning  
 
Change management  
 

 Resources and Staffing 
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We don't have enough like social workers or people to actually deal with some of the 
related issues that people face.  
 
Resources: the time and ability to work with more community partnerships 
The actual number of staff and the space. 
 

 A Longer Term Strategic Focus  
Most times money is focused on short term goals. They want the best bang for the buck 
and it’s harder to risk that long term vision and money 
 
The operational piece … your balanced scorecard, because that's really your guiding 
principle as you move forward.  
 

G. CONCLUSION  

We have set out the findings of interview-based research with representatives of the Board and 
employees of South Etobicoke Community Legal Services and Rexdale Community Legal Clinic, on 
services currently provided by the clinics and how these might be improved, particularly through closer 
collaboration between the two clinics.  
 
Overall, the findings indicate that there is considerable scope for collaboration and closer collaboration 
of the services and other activities of the clinics, with a range of likely benefits for the clinics themselves 
as well as their clients, community partners and wider communities. 
 
However, the interviewees also identified numerous challenges and potential difficulties in achieving 
closer collaboration, which will need to be addressed by the Boards and management of the clinics if this 
is to be achieved.  
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Environmental Scan  
 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The environmental scan included qualitative research with representatives of community partners and 
other key stakeholders of South Etobicoke Community Legal Services and Rexdale Community Legal 
Clinic.  
 
The objectives were to explore the perspectives and views of these stakeholders on the services 
currently provided by the clinics and on how these might be improved, and to examine potential 
opportunities for greater collaboration with these partners in order to better serve the needs of clients 
and the Etobicoke community. 
 
Telephone interviews were conducted with seventeen individual representing a total of 12 of the legal 
clinics’ community partner organizations. The following organizations participated in the research: 

 Albion Neighbourhood Services (2 
representatives) 

 ASK! 

 City of Toronto 

 Community MicroSkills Development 
Centre 

 Daily Bread Food Bank 

 Ernestine’s Women’s Shelter 

 LAMP Community Health Centre 

 Legal Aid Ontario (3 representatives) 

 Political representative 

 Rexdale Community Hub 

 Rexdale Women's Centre 

 Stonegate (2 representatives) 

 Women’s Habitat 

 
A listing of those interviewed is provided in Appendix B. 
 
B. COMMUNITY PARTNERS 

i) OVERVIEW OF COMMUNITY PARTNERS 
 
Overall, the community partners that participated in the study fell into four main categories: 

 The relevant funding and oversight body (Legal Aid Ontario), which also refers clients to the 
clinics for services falling within their specific spheres of responsibility. 

 The community hub (Rexdale) in which one of the clinics is co-located with a range of other 
community partners. 

 Individual community partner agencies serving a range of vulnerable or low-income groups in 
areas such as immigration, housing, employment and women’s support.  

 City government or political stakeholders that refer clients to the legal aid clinics  
 

ii) OVERVIEW OF COMMUNITY PARTNER INTERACTIONS 
 
Five main types of interaction between community partners and the legal clinics were identified, as 
follows: 
 
Funding and Oversight 
This was specific to the funding organization representatives. One explained their role in terms of “a 
monitoring function over the clinics to ensure that they are in compliance with the Ontario Legal Aid 
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Services Act and that … they’re providing an effective and efficient service to low income Ontarians”. 
 
Another of the LAO representatives described the division of legal aid services between Legal Aid Ontario 
and the clinics, observing that legal clinics normally provide services relating to poverty law areas such as 
housing, ODSP, while family law, criminal law and refugee law are provided by Legal Aid Ontario.  
 
One difference in the current context is that LAO funds and has oversight of a family law program 
operating through both of the clinics, onsite in the case of Rexdale and at two hub locations in South 
Etobicoke.  
 
Client Referrals 
The community partners provide a range of support services in their specialist areas of expertise, which 
may include basic legal advice. They refer clients to the clinics for more advanced legal advice and 
support when needed.  
 

We don’t provide legal assistance. We work with hundreds and thousands of those clients who need legal 
assistance. This is where we have partnership with legal clinic. 
 
We live in a poorer area of Toronto and many of our constituents come to us wanting legal advice. There 
isn’t any lawyer in our office, we rely on (the clinic) heavily to when they have legal questions, we direct 
them to the Rexdale Legal Aid.   

 
The clients are generally from vulnerable or disadvantaged populations, such as new immigrants, women 
fleeing abusive or violent relationships, and very low-income groups.  
Areas of the law in which referrals for legal advice are made include immigration, housing and tenant 
rights, social benefits, and Ontario Disability SP appeals. 
 
Referrals are usually initiated by caseworkers or other staff, when assisting clients or helping them to 
complete relevant documentation. The need for legal advice or input often arises when a case escalates 
to an appeal or court hearing but may just reflect the nature of the case and issues involved.  
 

With our settlement counsellors, they help fill out the form. In the event that there’s something that they 
don’t understand or they need legal advice or support with, then they accompany the client to the legal 
clinic and get that advice from somebody that’s at the legal clinic.   
 
Our settlement worker would often have some legal issues, immigration issues, we have in the past sent 
over to the legal clinic. Or they are applying for certain benefits and they’ve been refused so they could be 
referred over to legal clinic for appealing.   

 
Although clients generally attend the legal aid clinics in person following a referral, a few cases were 
cited in which the legal clinic staff had visited the community partner locations to provide on-site legal 
advice and support to clients: 
 

They’ve met clients at our location because it was easier for a client.   
 

In general, the case-specific interaction between the community partner and the legal aid clinic ends at 
the point of referral, and there is little or no follow up or feedback shared between the partners.  
 
Exceptions to this do sometimes occur, however, depending on the needs of the client. 
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Usually when we refer a client there, they go and we don’t necessarily hear … we don’t really loop back 
around to see how it went.   
 
We don’t do long term case management as a rule but it does end up happening sometimes, or if 
language becomes an issue or if the client’s really comfortable with us for whatever reason and would 
like us to stay involved in some way.  
 
I am entitled to provide a two-hour certificate to either an immigration lawyer or family lawyer, just 
for consultation. And from there I would support a woman to go through the process of calling legal 
aid and getting the assessment done with them to see if she qualifies for certificate. 
 

Onward Referrals 
Several of the interviewees provided examples of the ways in which the legal clinics are used as a source 
of onward referrals for clients who are not eligible for their services (e.g. refugees). Sometimes onward 
referrals occur due to a lack of capacity at the legal aid clinics to take on additional clients even if their 
needs do fall within the scope of services provided.  
 
Referrals are also used to link the community partners themselves with other sources of legal support to 
assist their clients, in areas outside the clinics’ own sphere of expertise or responsibility.  

 
We’ve been working with a lawyer that was referred to us through the legal aid clinic here in Rexdale that 
has been able to support our clients who are receiving social assistance to understand the criminal record 
suspension process. So we’ve been working with them in that respect.   

 
Through these onward referrals and their specialist knowledge of other service providers, it is clear that 
the clinics provide an even broader legal resource for community partners to draw upon than is reflected 
in the specific range of legal services that they themselves provide.  
 
Education and Training  
Some community partners noted that representatives of the legal clinics sometime visit their 
organizations to provide education and training to clients and/or staff. A number of examples were 
provided of workshops or other training initiatives of this kind. 
The accounts of these indicate that this they are only seen as a valuable service provided by the legal 
clinics but are important in building and strengthening the relationships they have with community 
partners.   
 
For example, the community food bank representative explained that they run a series of workshops for 
people running food banks and programs across the City, and the Executive Director of South Etobicoke 
Legal Clinic runs a workshop on legal issues as part of this series.  
 
Other community partners described various initiatives in which representatives of the legal clinics 
provided on-site workshops or training for their staff or clients, and indicated that these were highly 
valued. 
 

 They’ve come over to give tenants training around their rights and responsibilities.   
 
We’ve often invited them in to do workshops or information sessions. 
  
They offer legal presentations to the women at the shelter … it might be family related, law, it might be 
criminal law, it might be Violence Against Women perspective …  explaining the terms that might be tied to 
the legal process that the woman might experience   
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Governance and Collaborative Initiatives 
Representatives of Rexdale Community Hub as well as some of the community partners based at this 
location referred to their involvement with Rexdale Legal Clinic through the Hub’s Partnership 
Committee and Board, with the Clinic’s Director also acting as the current Chair of the hub’s board.  In 
this way, it was stressed, it is not just clients but the hub partners too that benefit directly from the legal 
expertise of the clinics.   
 
One of the management representatives of Rexdale Hub highlighted that the legal clinic plays a 
particularly important role on the board because their funding structure often enables them to adopt a 
more objective and neutral stance in relation to service delivery issues than those Hub partners who 
compete between themselves for funding: 

 
They’re getting funding from Legal Aid Ontario so that also puts them in a very unique position when it 
comes to give their perspective on certain issues for example coordination of service. 

 
In a similar way, a Legal Aid Ontario representative described the way in which they informally seek 
advice from South Etobicoke Legal Services Clinic:  

 
If there are resourcing issues that we need to work around, we would very much consult and collaborate 
on any issue that would involve that service … I wouldn’t call it a process, it’s probably much more informal 
than that. 

 
In a wider context, a City of Toronto representative referred to Rexdale Legal Clinic’s involvement in 
Focus Rexdale, a community-wide, collaborative initiative involving actors such as the police, United Way 
and various City representatives, which discusses high-risk cases in the community and how to provide 
them with different forms of support. 

 
The Legal Aid Clinic may jump in to offer support in terms of going through the separation process or 
whatever the case may be.   

 

Interactions - Other Findings  
Overall, when discussing the forms of interaction they have with the legal aid clinics, many of the 
community partners that participated in the study highlighted how valuable these interactions are to 
their own organizations. They described the ways in which the legal aid clinics complement their own 
services and provide an important resource for them to draw on in supporting their clients.  

 
We have a long history of working in collaboration with the Rexdale Community Legal Clinic. I mean, our 
clients are getting a lot of legal help, support, assistance; our workers are referring clients over there. So 
it’s like mutual support for our clients.   
  
As soon as the legal clinic became available in the area it certainly became … a critical referral destination 
for a lot of our clients.   
 
Our experience with both legal clinics is very positive. I mean it’s very positive. They are probably the most 
important resource we have really.  
 

Location emerged as a key factor in patterns of interaction that community partners have with each of 
the two legal clinics. This relates partly to client eligibility criteria for legal services, which are largely 
based on geographic location, but also to general familiarity with and ease of access to the clinics for 
clients and staff.  
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I’m only familiar with the North Etobicoke location. I’m familiar with it because it’s located here in the 
same hub.  
 
 I can’t tell you we have pretty much any interaction with the South Etobicoke Community Legal Clinic 
because they are out of our constituency. But pretty much 90% of the catchment area of the Rexdale Legal 
Aid catchment area is our constituency. So we actively deal with them.   

 
Some of the community partners that are co-located with Rexdale Community Legal Clinic highlighted 
the benefits of this proximity to the clinic. These interviewees highlighted the ease of interacting 
informally with clinic staff and of gaining awareness of the legal services provided. They also emphasized 
the benefits of being able to provide one-stop services for clients. 

 
It’s like a one-stop shop for our client, any legal needs that they have, we can take clients down the hall … 
they can come over for any kind of assistance that they need from us. 
 
Legal Clinic in this Hub is extremely important because when people come for housing for example … the 
housing worker notices … this client also needs a legal aspect of the housing, because the client may have 
landlord and tenant issues so then they refer that client to Legal Clinic. So that sort of informal 
coordination which organizations here do. 
 
Clients who are accessing family law services often will have overlapping needs whether it be housing or 
income support or there could be a whole constellation of issues, which is why that program has worked so 
effectively for us, in the Rexdale location in particular. Because the clients aren’t forced to go to two or 
three different locations to obtain services.  

 
However, the nature of client needs is also a factor influencing the extent to which the community 
partners interact with one clinic or the other. In particular, it was noted by several interviewees that the 
former availability of family law services at Rexdale but not South Etobicoke had influenced patterns of 
referral. 

   
South Etobicoke Legal, it’s a clinic that we refer our clients to frequently for matters relating to 
immigration, housing and benefits … Occasionally we will be also referring people to Rexdale … they might 
have one person there who does family law … and so that would be the thing that would have us have 
more interactions with Rexdale.   
   
Before we started our co-location model we would refer (to Rexdale) for family law services … And that’s 
pretty far so it’s kind of a challenge for the women to get out to their organization from ours, to that hub. 

 
iii)  UNDERSTANDING OF COMMUNITY NEEDS 

 
When asked to discuss their familiarity with the needs of residents of the Etobicoke area, the responses 
largely reflected the interviewees’ own organizational interests and areas of specialist focus.  
 
Taken as a whole, however, their responses indicate that the following are currently high areas of need 
in this community: 
 
Landlord Tenant  

We have people living in this neighbourhood in high rises and living in poverty and all that so definitely 
housing and landlord tenant issues will be an ongoing issue in this community.  
 Most of the people we’re serving are renting apartments so I think landlord tenant issues, you know, 
repair issues, what tenants’ rights and responsibilities are.   
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(We have) a lot of clients who are at immediate risk of eviction for a number of reasons … another area, a 
big area too, would be in terms of Toronto Community Housing where the tenants there could be in 
arrears. 
 

Immigration  
We serve a lot of people who are immigrants to Canada. Many of whom don’t have status so … 
immigration status (is) one legal issue that would arise for our clients.   
 A lot of newcomers and immigrants including refugees are settling here in this area.   

 
Poverty and multiple sources of disadvantage 
 

We’re just seeing generally more people are needing to use the food bank, more people are struggling to 
make ends meet and are in difficult situations.   
 
Clients who come in who are usually marginalized or at risk of living in poverty 
 
If they’re receiving OW they’re definitely low income but a lot of the non-Ontario Works clients that we 
serve here are also in vulnerable situations including sporadically housed or dealing with social isolation or 
mental health issues. 

 
C. STRATEGIC PERSPECTIVES ON THE LEGAL AID CLINICS 

i) GOALS AND OBJECTIVES  
 
Interviewees were asked to describe their understanding of what the clinics are looking to achieve in 
terms of their goals and intended results. The overall findings were as follows. 
 
Providing Legal Advice and Support to Disadvantaged Groups 
Their responses indicated that these community partners generally understand the goals and objectives 
of the legal aid clinics to be the provision of legal advice and support to the types of community groups 
that have high levels of need for such services but cannot afford to pay for them.   
 

My understanding is that the legal clinic is there to provide really much-needed legal support to people, to 
communities that have trouble accessing that kind of support but need it a lot. 
 
 It’s about providing services to people who are … facing discrimination or need legal support and just can’t 
afford it. 
 
To make that information and those services accessible to clients who are most at risk of falling through 
the gaps by not having someone supporting them thorough the process or having, you know, their rights 
violated. 
 

Equality of Justice 
At a high level, these goals seen in terms of ensuring equality of access to justice as well as legal 
protection for all members of society. 

 
Ensuring that everybody has access to representation and support to navigate the legal system which can 
be challenging.   
 
So that not only rich people can have access to justice. 
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Ensuring Accessibility of Legal Support 
Another important aspect of these goals, as identified by the interviewees, is to ensure that legal 
support is accessible to these disadvantaged groups, both in terms of geographic ease of access and also 
in the sense of making the legal system and terminology understandable to clients. 

 
Legal services were identified as a gap in this community … the whole purpose of the Hub was to bring 
services closer to people.  
 
I know a lot of the clients through anecdotes will tell us that its very challenging to understand lawyers, so 
they make their service delivery very accessible.  

 
ii) STRATEGIC FOCUS 

 
The research also explored interviewees’ perceptions of the areas of the current areas of strategic focus 
or thrusts of the legal clinics.   
 
Areas of Law Covered 
In their responses, strategic focus was mostly conceptualised in terms of the areas of law in which 
services are mainly provided by the clinics, mainly seen as: housing (landlord/tenant), employment 
liability, disability entitlement, immigration and welfare. 

 
I know that the legal clinic, particularly the Rexdale one …  supports low income individuals to access … 
legal assessment as well as often some legal advice on particular issues, with regard to family, with regard 
to housing law, employment liability.   
 
It’s legal assistance on areas of housing, employment, welfare, ODSP, workers’ compensation. Now I 
believe they are also doing immigration.   
 

There was some recognition that there are slight differences of strategic focus and services between the 
two clinics, which reflect the demographic characteristics of their respective communities. Overall, 
however, the findings indicated that community partners do not perceive much variation between the 
two clinics in the scope of services provided.  

 
My sense is that the need for immigration services is probably more pronounced in Rexdale; but given that 
South Etobicoke is right next door to the CIC they will likely see a lot of immigration traffic as well.  
 
I think both clinics are probably engaged in a lot of work so far as ODSP or income maintenances concerns, 
landlord tenant issues (and) they’re undertaking expansion of both employment and immigration law 
which are fairly two new areas of the clinics.  
 
I think we’ve noticed that over the years, maybe the last 6, 7 years, the emphasis on the work for South 
Etobicoke has mostly been around social assistance. 

 
Legal Education and Advocacy 
The clinics are also understood by the community partners to have a strategic focus on legal education, 
advocacy and legal reform efforts, though several expressed the view that these areas are often given 
lower priority than client work due to resources constraints.  

 
I know they do outreach, they do community development, they do public education, and I know they are 
interested in legal reform, like the tenancy laws for example.   
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They’re trying to do public legal education in the area to ensure that … all of the residents of Etobicoke … 
know what their rights are and are able to ensure that their rights are always being, if not always 
protected, at the very least that they know what they are and that they’re able to fight them and go to 
clinic for assistance if they need to.  
 

Integration and Collaboration  
Interviewees also identified ways in which the clinics are currently working together or with other 
community partners to identify ways of better serving the community through increased collaboration 
or integrative measures. 
 

 Closer integration between South Etobicoke and Rexdale clinics:  the Legal Aid Ontario 
representatives referred to this initiative, noting that it is intended to result in the provision of 
more consistent, cost effective services for client groups across the Etobicoke area.  

 
Trying to achieve how to best utilize their joint resources to provide services throughout the 
Etobicoke area … I think the ultimate goal really is effective service for the community.  

 
They’re trying to see how they can assist more clients and be able to provide a consistent service 
that allows for the entire Etobicoke and maybe the entire West Toronto area to have an 
established level of consistent legal clinic services available.   

 

 Collaboration with community partners: several initiatives were identified in which the clinics 
are collaborating with various partners in order to address the multiple intercepting needs of 
community residents. 

 

South Etobicoke is leveraging their partnerships with LAMP which is the health center and 
community center down by the Lakeshore. There’s been some sharing of staff resources between 
both the South Etobicoke and Rexdale and Clasp or West Toronto … So they have been reaching 
out to establish those collaborative ways of giving services to the clients. 
 
Based on the vulnerabilities of the clients that we see, and many of them are very, very poor 
clients with mental health (issues) … I think it is important to have that interdisciplinary social 
approach to the practice of law. I think Rexdale is actually working towards that. 
 

 Co-location and outreach: Interviewees also referred to the efforts of the clinics to make their 
services more accessible co-location as well as various outreach initiatives. These often involve 
the use of community partners are to connect with hard-to-reach populations. 

 
Bringing services out into the communities where people need them, where they can access them 
more easily and access wrap-around support in the same space, in a space that people are 
comfortable with and trust. I think that that’s key and I think that’s a priority for the South 
Etobicoke Legal Clinic and I believe the Rexdale Legal Clinic as well.   

 
I know that at South Etobicoke they have been attempting to do that for quite a long time … 
Reaching out to community partners, trusted intermediaries, in order to connect with those 
pockets of poverty despite the largeness of their catchment area.  

 

Areas of Uncertainty 
Although most of the interviewees appeared to have a good awareness the clinics’ areas of strategic 
focus, a small number admitted a lack of familiarity with certain aspects of these, such as specific 
services provided or the boundaries between the legal clinics and other legal aid providers.  
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I don’t know where the boundaries are, you know sort of where a legal clinic can support both members of 
the community and community agencies in their work with clients, and where the boundaries are in terms 
of you know … for that kind of law you need to apply to legal aid. 
 
 I don’t necessarily know what initiatives they’re working on or partnerships.  
 
I definitely am uncertain but I would hope it would include issues of income support, landlord tenant and …  
 
I don’t where it stands on family law. I don’t know where it stands on immigration. So I am in an uncertain 
position for sure.  
 
iii) TRENDS 

 
Interviewees were asked to identify any perceived trends or recent changes in the services or the 
strategic focus of the clinics. Overall, their responses reflect the perception that there has been an 
overall increase in numbers of clients for the services of the clinics in recent years. 
  

There is definitely an increase in number (in the case of the) Legal Clinic here at the Hub to as 
compared to 2012. 

 

The main areas of increasing demand are perceived to be in the areas of immigration and employment 
law, interviewees observed that both clinics have been expanding their services in these areas in order 
to meet the demands. Housing and landlord/tenant law was identified as another area of rapidly 
increasing demand.  Interviewees also highlighted an increase in numbers of clients presenting with 
multi-dimensional needs.   
 
Although specific factors were identified as drivers of the increases in particular areas, as discussed 
below, two over-arching factors were also cited: increases in resources available to the clinics that are 
enabling them to expand service provision, and increasing awareness among target client groups of their 
legal rights and the services available.  
 
Immigration 
In the case of immigration, the increasing demand was largely attributed to the recent influx of 
immigrants to the area especially from Syria. Some interviewees highlighted the ways in which the 
clinics had adapted to these new pressures but were also struggling to cope with them.  
 

Their new program is immigration assistance … We have the refugees from Syria come in and establish 
themselves, build communities here, want to get full immigration, and … they saw that that was the need. 
So they’ve now added that resource which they didn’t have even six months ago. 
 
I know that most recently there’s been an influx of Syrian refugees … And I know that our counsels have 
been challenged with trying to get legal services provided to refugees.  
 

Legislative changes affecting certain groups of immigrants were also identified as having an influence on 
the increasing demand for immigration law services. 
 

The Live-in Caregiver Program … women have to stay in their employer’s house for two years straight.  
 
They’re so vulnerable to abuse, they’re so isolated and vulnerable and if they leave that relationship then 
(they are risking their) immigration status. 
 
Immigration status issues as policies come and go and change around refugees and things like that. 
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Employment and Disability Support 
It was observed that demand in other core services of the clinics, such as those relating to Ontario 
Disability Support Program and Ontario Work services, has been steadily increasing but in contrast with 
the other areas is relatively stable.  
 

Housing 
Many of the interviewees discussed the steadily increasing demand for housing-related legal services, 
attributed to the characteristics of a housing market in which rents are high and many low-income 
tenants face eviction due to rent arrears.  
 

(With) tenancy issues, it’s just huge problems. I mean the rents are so high and the landlords are really 
strict about arrears, so people are getting evicted pretty well right away if there’s problems in terms of 
arrears.   
 
Rent and costs are going up in Toronto and Etobicoke so there’s a lot of struggles there for clients. 

 

Multi-Dimensional needs 
The interviewees reported an increase in numbers of clients presenting with multi-dimensional needs, 
particularly in the immigration area. This increases the complexity of their cases and the types of legal 
support required.   
 
Mental health issues and homelessness were also identified as factors increasing in prevalence in the 
Etobicoke area, resulting in a range of challenges for which individuals need legal and other types of 
support. 
 

Oftentimes the women that I serve, they have immigration issues going on, they have family court issues 
going on, and they have criminal. So it’s like the intersection of all those legal systems. Oftentimes I find 
that if I go to a family lawyer … they will be great, they will have that information, but they don’t 
necessarily how it ties to a women’s immigration status.   
 
There’s not enough mental health support in the community … And then that spirals into many other life 
management issues including not being able to pay rent, potentially coming into contact with the law … I 
know it’s not their mandate to serve mental health clients … but if there’s a way that we can work 
together on those cases and have some type of a model that would be so beneficial.  

 
We have … a homeless population down here that is really growing in size compared to what it was a few 
years ago … So I guess the trend would be increasing social problems. 

 
Family law 
Interviewees observed an increasing emphasis in the clinics on family law, an area in which services were 
not formerly provided by the clinics, and in related areas such as violence against women, reflecting an 
awareness of growing demand for these types of services.  
 

There was a time when they were not touching upon family law, but recently they hired somebody who is 
looking into those cases.  
 
They are training all their staff in issues on violence against women and how to identify and respond and 
just understanding more of those issues and how they interconnect in all these other legal areas of a 
woman’s life.  
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D. PERSPECTIVES ON THE PERFORMANCE OF THE LEGAL AID CLINICS 

i) MEASURES OF SUCCESS 
 
Having described their understanding of the goals and desired results of the clinics, the interviewees 
were asked their views on how success in these areas should be measured. The main types of success 
measures identified were as follows. 
 
Quantitative Measures 
It was generally recognised that numbers of clients served is a crude and sometimes unreliable measure 
of success, given differences in the complexity of cases. Nonetheless interviewees acknowledged that 
client numbers are important to take into account when measuring success, and that quantitative data 
also provides useful insights into performance against different types of goals.  

 
Number of people receiving services, number of cases represented by legal clinics, number of cases 
resolved, number of cases going to tribunal and (being assisted by the) legal clinic … So you can see how 
many people have been accessing these services, what exactly has been accomplished so far.  
 
I would be looking at how many people were able to access services and support. 
 
Trends, I mean, the clinic must know if their numbers are going up or going down or what they are seeing.  
 

It was also pointed out, however, that one of the unique differentiators of the legal clinics is their ability 
to take on complex client cases. Many of the community partners stressed the importance of taking into 
account case complexity rather than just case volume when measuring the performance of the clinics 
against their goals. 

 
I guess you always look at volume but that’s always a very hard thing to measure because it does depend 
on the complexity and maybe if there’s a way in which one could capture complexity … are you addressing 
complex issues, because then it’s not complex issue, then anybody could do it. 
 
One thing would be the quantitative, like the numbers of people that they’re serving and that they’re able 
to serve, to support. But I guess that doesn’t tell the whole story ‘cause I know some cases are really quick 
and easy and some like immigration are a lot more involved.  
 
It’s easy to just look at the numbers but there’s also sort of the qualitative component to it and I think that 
a lot of board members sort of really consider those important.  
 

Meeting Community Needs 
The interviewees stressed that another important measure of success for the clinics should be based on 
the extent to which they are meeting the identified needs of the community, both in terms of providing 
client services in particular areas, or addressing the identified broader community needs for legal 
education or reform.  
 

Whether or not they’re reaching all the clients that are within their catchment area that do require those 
services. 
 
I would be looking to make sure that the specialities of the various legal aid clinics would be in line with 
the needs of that community. 

 

An aspect of success in this area is having in place the necessary capacity and staff expertise to meet 
these needs, and being able to respond flexibly to legislative changes or other factors influencing 
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demand for services. This includes the ability to obtain additional resources if necessary and to expand 
services in line with the increasing demands.  
 

Being able to keep up with changes in legislation - like you know the immigration’s just changed so fast 
and furious, (area) people able to keep up with that and provide the right kinds of information to 
communities.  

 
There’s certainly the demand out there from what we could tell from our environmental scans and how we 
obtain the resources to satisfy that demand and expand that ability to service that demand, I would think 
a primary indicator of success. 
 
It would look like expansion and look like more funding. 

 
In this respect, performance measurement was seen as important in enabling the clinics to determine 
whether they are indeed meeting the needs of the community and allocating resources to the right 
areas, as well as understanding the systemic factors influencing trends in demand.  

 
Performance data’s always really useful … it shows where the demand areas of service are … and often it 
also gives an indication of some of the systemic issues. If you see a rise in ODSP cases, why is the reason 
for that? … So I think by looking at the data it gives you further information where you can engage in 
looking at, where you can actually do that needs assessment right … (It also) gives you a good opportunity 
to assess whether or not you’ve deployed in those areas that you should be and it gives you an opportunity 
to shift your resources if you feel that there are opportunities to do so.   

 
Client and Partner Satisfaction  
Measures of client or community partner satisfaction with the clinics were also highlighted as important 
success indicators.  The interviewees noted that these might be generated through formal data 
collection mechanisms such as customer surveys, or more informally by seeking feedback from 
community partners.   

 

I would imagine that they would do some follow up with customer surveys, and see how they are doing. 
 

What are people saying about their experiences with the lawyers? You know, do they feel supported, 
welcomed in the environment? Are people able to access services easily? Are they getting the kinds of 
information they need? I think feedback from the clients is critical.  

 
Maybe looking at just the confidence the community has in the service … you know, that people feel good 
about going there or referring there.  

 

Longer-Term Impacts 
Finally, the interviewees articulated success measures based on the proven ability of the clinics to 
address their wider goals of education, advocacy and reform, and not focusing exclusively on client 
work. These areas were seen as important in ensuring that the clinics have longer-term impacts on the 
community they serve. 
 

Making sure that common overview of legal systems is being provided for communities they serve … 
education pieces are happening, I do think that’s a sign of success.  
 
Whether or not they’re providing sort of that community development aspect as well as the law reform 
aspect (and) whether or not they’re also able to measure … the qualitative aspects of … a law reform 
campaign or a community development campaign.  
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If they’re able to push the system for some legislative and policy changes then I think those are great 
indicators of success as well. 
 
ii) PERFORMANCE OF EXISTING PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

 
The community partners and stakeholders were asked to identify which of the clinics’ current services or 
initiatives they believe are working well and in which there are perceived to be opportunities for 
improvement.  
 

(1) WORKING WELL 
 
Overall, interviewees were very positive about the services provided by both legal clinics and reported 
high levels of satisfaction with these, within their own organizations and among their clients.   
 
Their responses in this area generally related to the perceived performance of the clinics against their 
top level goal of providing access to legal services to disadvantaged individuals, and highlighted 
particular aspects of this performance that are highly valued by the community partners and their 
clients.  

 
I think the goals that they have (relating) to marginalized people, disadvantaged communities, those who 
are having low income, they are very well serving the need of those individuals.   
 
The whole purpose of the Hub was to bring services closer to people and I see that it’s happening and I’m 
100% sure and confident that it’s happening because whenever we visit clinic  …. you can see that how 
important they are in this community. 
 
Their clients, who are happy with them, they are also going out in the community and through word of 
mouth sharing information.  
 

The interviewees identified in particular the following aspects of service delivery that are believed to be 
of a very high standard.  
 
Staff Helpfulness and Skills 

They’re very experienced and they are very helpful all the time, … I don’t think I’ve ever heard anyone 
saying that they visited the clinic and they did not get the service. 
 
They are talented and well-trained people who are good at what they’re doing. 

 
I think both Rexdale and South Etobicoke have really great reputations.  
 

Specialist Areas of Expertise 
They seem to have a very good reputation around the two issues, housing and immigration. 
 
They are doing good in housing.   

 
They’re very good at doing outreach at our center and providing workshops here as well.  

 
Reliability and Follow Up  

When we make the referral it’s a confident referral to refer a client there, we know they’re going to get 
support.  
 
They’re very good with client follow up … clients can get quite anxious and knowing that someone’s there 
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and getting back to them is helpful. So they’re very good in that aspect.  
 

(2) OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT 
 
Where the interviewees identified scope for improvements in the performance of the clinics, the 
observed weaknesses were mostly perceived to be due to resource and capacity constraints. 
 

The only thing coming to my mind is just more resources … There’s such a commitment, there’s so much 
expertise but there’s such a huge waitlist it’s so difficult to get services I think because the clinics are just 
inundated, they’re overwhelmed … people just aren’t getting services because they don’t have the 
capacity.  

 
The specific areas in which opportunities for improved performance were identified were as follows: 
Collaboration and Inter-Disciplinary Working 
 

Many of the interviewees indicated that clients often have multiple, intersecting issues and legal needs, 
and expressed the view that the clinics should seek to work more collaboratively with other agencies in 
addressing these.  
 
It was pointed out that community partners are working towards common end goals of serving the 
needs of vulnerable people, and that this might be best achieved through greater collaboration with 
community partners. 

 
I think there’s a huge opportunity to integrate our services so that we’re supporting one another in our 
missions, because I think that there’s a big overlap in terms of the clients that we serve and our mission of 
serving them that overlaps greatly between the legal clinics and community health centers.  
 
There’s probably more opportunity to work with community agencies in addressing interdisciplinary issues; 
many of the clients they see probably have multiple or intersecting legal needs. So it’s important to have a 
wider breadth of practice.  
 
It would be great if there was more of a formal partnership or formal collaboration where we could work 
together better … if there is someone who is experiencing homelessness or about to lose their housing and 
there’s also health issues, mental health issues which is a common thing for us, it would be great to be able to 
have a liaison from the community health centers who have mental health specialization to be able to support 
and also someone from the legal aid clinic to be able to support the case workers. 

 
However, the challenges of working collaboratively were also noted, including not only resource 
constraints but also the reality that each agency is primarily focused on their own mandate and goals 
rather than those outside their immediate areas of practice.  
 
One interviewee from the funding organization also made the point that the clinics might perhaps not 
be strategic enough to address these broader collaborative needs, largely because the current funding 
mechanisms do not encourage or facilitate a longer-term focus.  
 
Accessibility of Services 
Although there were mixed views on the current level of accessibility of services, several interviewees 
argued that this would be improved if legal clinic staff could deliver services to clients within at the 
community partners’ own premises.  
 
It was emphasized that many clients would feel more comfortable talking to a legal specialist in an 
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environment already familiar to them, and where they already trust the staff.  

 
I think if they can offer some clinic time in the CHC that that would be really beneficial … our health care 
providers could prescribe that they talk to a lawyer and the clients would be quite amenable to doing that 
if it were in a familiar place.  
 
it would be really beneficial to the community if we could have people from South Etobicoke Legal come to 
our location and provide legal services because we have a private office here. People are used to coming 
here and they’re comfortable and they’re already here … And probably it would be help meet the need and 
remove the barrier of actually physically getting to that place or trusting a new place for a lot of people. 

 

Improved Publicity and Outreach 
A number of interviewees expressed the view that the clinics are not currently publicizing their services 
effectively enough, with one commenting that this activity seems to have declined over time.   
 
The need to raise awareness of legal clinic services among both community partners and potential 
clients was identified, as well as improving the quality and the availability of marketing literature.  

 
One of the challenges is continual outreach and reminding partner agencies what services are available 
and how to access those services. I think that outreach is absolutely critical in spreading the word and 
enabling the client to properly access the services. 
 
There’s so many ways that you can actually reach out to people and connect them to the resource they 
need that don’t involve just a one-on-one interaction. That could be a poster. That could be a pamphlet. 
And South Etobicoke Legal pamphlets - I mean, they could be prettier … And also more accessible it’s tricky 
to get my hands on them and we’re always running out.   
 
I think the legal clinic could be reaching out to us and suggesting workshops they can offer. 
Every once in a while we used to get a flyer. They would send out a flyer and say, we’re having this session 
on landlord tenant rights.  And then we could connect our clients to that. I don’t see that they’re doing a 
lot of that these days. I don’t think there’s a ton of community outreach and promotion around what they 
do.  

 
One stressed that in order to ensure that the most vulnerable or disadvantaged members of the 
community are made aware of the services available, it might be necessary to provide outreach in 
venues such as food banks.  

 
A lot of people come to food banks who live on a low income and that’s the only place that they will go. 
And that’s such an opportunity to connect people who are having these issues but don’t know where to 
turn and are struggling to be able to get the information that they need. 

 

More Public Education  
Expanding or strengthening of the legal education role of the clinics was seen as another way in which 
their value to the community could be improved. 

 
If they had somebody … whose job it was specifically to do workshops on legal education that would go 
around to different agencies and provide interactive workshops. … somebody who is an educator who is 
trained, a trained educator to be able to do that. They don’t need to be necessarily a legal, like a law 
person to do that job.  
 
I think people experience a lot of the systems, whether its immigration or landlord and tenant or housing, 
to be bewildering and overwhelming. So anything to help people understand what the system is … Finding 
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all the just different ways to give legal information, to provide legal information to people and make it 
accessible. 
 
For example, the Rexdale Community has the North Etobicoke Residents Council … that organization has 
like at the moment 17 different projects on the go. One of them focuses around tenant issues and to have 
the legal clinic being able to tie in with their expertise in there is one area.  

 
iii) INADEQUATE OR MISSING PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 

 
The community partners were also asked for their views on any specific initiatives or programs that still 
needed in order for the clinics to more successfully pursue their goals and intended results.  The most 
commonly cited area in which it was argued that additional services are needed was family law; others 
included support for youth, and strengthening of services currently provided in the areas of employment 
and immigration.  
 
Family law  
A considerable number of the interviewees expressed a strong view that family law services should be 
offered to a greater extent by the clinics, especially in areas such as child custody and child support and 
divorce proceedings. They reported seeing an increase in the number of clients requiring or inquiring 
about these types of services. It was acknowledged that this is now being offered at Rexdale but that 
current service provision in these areas is inadequate and should be expanded. 

 
Family services, especially when it comes to spousal support and divorce proceedings and stuff like that. 
We are seeing an influx of those … They are doing it but not enough. 
 
I think again the two big ones for us would be in immigration and family law … It’s just not enough and 
those are the two biggest things that we see. 

 
One of the community information centre representatives reported that they currently rely on the 
occasional services of volunteer lawyers who can only provide advice, and noted that this is inadequate. 
It was also noted that clients often need legal representation rather than just advice in this area of the 
law.  

 
We now have the clinics which is great but prior to that that (there) was definitely a gap in having any 
family law services in Etobicoke … Besides the legal aid family law clinic that we just started, we’ve had 
two volunteer lawyers coming in for about two years now who are booked up for months … They just 
provide basic information to clients so that they can make decisions … Right now, we’re booking about 4 
weeks in advance.  
 
South Etobicoke they do provide some basic advice on things like that but in terms of representation I find, 
I think it’s a little bit hard to get done … Child custody is I find what’s been a big one. 

 

Additionally, some interviewees identified the following as areas in which additional services could 
usefully be provided by the clinics. 
 
Youth Services 

We have a huge population of youth here, 40% (of the) population is under 25 so definitely that’s another 
area where they can coordinate with other organizations who are actually providing services to youth … 
Like legal education … maybe targeted to those who have some criminal records but for those (too) who 
don’t. 
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I know there’s been a lot of needs around the youth justice support – the funding was cut not that long 
ago and I know from talking with workers that’s one area that’s really needed. … Like, youth who get 
involved with the law to have workers who can actually work with young people to help them to go 
through the system and to have all the sort of hands on support like going to the courts and being with 
them when they are with their lawyers. 
 

Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) Coverage 
I don’t know what to extent they have WSIB coverage … I think they’re covering the majority of the core 
areas and now with the employment and immigration I think they’ve even expanded it further. But again 
I’m not sure where they are so far as WSIB coverage is concerned.  
 
They don’t provide services for WSIB cases. Especially newcomers, immigrants, they are quite vulnerable, 
when they go to a workplace, it’s a new workplace for them, sometimes they are not fully introduced to 
the regulations and laws properly and something happens and that they think this is their fault, and they 
take on a lot of stuff on their shoulders where they need to get some legal help, but these legal clinics, they 
do not deal with WSIB cases.  

 
Support for Refugees and Undocumented Immigrants 

Support for refugee claimants is always in short supply in the city in general.  
 
Our counsels have been challenged with trying to get legal services provided to refugees … Refugee 
claimants is a really big one. No status – offering services to no status is a really big one as well.   
 

Court/Tribunal Attendance 
They used to take clients for tribunals … but now they are preparing them. So sometimes like especially 
imagine a client who is not able to communicate in English properly or … not feeling so confident to attend 
the tribunal, need someone to accompany. Sometimes our workers have to go. But Legal Clinic used to do 
that. I think this will be very good if they can get some resources, some findings to support clients for these 
kinds of tribunal appointments.  
 
When it gets to the point that (clients) actually have to go in front of the board Landlord Tenant Board, we 
direct them to Rexdale Community Legal Services, because they would need legal advice for that part. But 
sometimes because of staffing issues they are not able to attend the board hearings or be with the 
representatives.   

 
iv) BARRIERS TO RECEIVING SERVICES 

 
The interviewees were asked to indicate what they see as the main barriers that the clinics face in terms 
of effectively achieving their desired goals and results.  

 
Capacity and Resources 
The main identified barrier was resource constraints and the resulting co on capacity and service 
delivery. 

 
I think sometimes maybe they need more resources, sometimes they are so booked up …we have a lot of 
clients who come in unfortunately – and there’s probably reasons for it – at the last minute. So they need 
fast access. They need to be able to walk up wherever, get into them, get into the office fast and get 
something done. They need resources to do that. They got to be well-staffed. 
 
I am sure certain services they had to cut down just because they didn’t have enough funds. Sometimes 
they have a lawyer to deal with family issues and sometimes they don’t. This creates confusion and also 
challenge for people.  
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It was also noted that the nature of the clinic funding process could represent another barrier, since this 
constraints the ability of clinics to be more flexible and responsible to client needs.  
 

It becomes very difficult for the agency to express flexibility when it comes to change or adhering to 
changes in the community landscape. So that becomes the barrier, and it’s not because it’s the 
organization’s fault, it’s because of the nature of the funding  … So by the time for example organizations 
start getting funding to address that are confronted for example by Syrian refugees, those Syrian refugees 
have already been in the country for a year.  
 

Lack of awareness and understanding of free legal services 
Another significant barrier identified by many of the interviewees is the lack of public awareness and 
understanding of the types of services offered by the clinics.  

 
People don’t know that that’s available to them and they don’t know what, that for example, a benefits 
claim or something related to your benefits or related to housing is a legal issue. They don’t think of that 
being a legal issue necessarily and they wouldn’t know that that was available to support them. 
 
Not knowing where they can access free legal services is certainly a barrier. 

 
Many people don’t know that the service even exists. 

 
Accessibility 
Some argued that the clinics are too far away from their clients, who cannot afford the transportation 
costs or the lost earnings if they need to take time off work to attend. For those with disabilities, the 
problems of travelling to the clinics are often exacerbated.  
 

They’re just far away from us. Even the South Etobicoke Legal Clinic to get from where we are which is 
down by the lakeshore even up to the subway where they’re at, the bus is slow, it’s far and then if they 
need services from Rexdale it’s three times as far away and it just takes so long to travel and it’s difficult to 
find and it’s hard for people who have, you know, a job or kids they need to pick up or a disability so it 
becomes really difficult to travel and get the services.  
 
The amount of walking traffic they get to that clinic must be extremely minimal, because there’s nobody 
within walking range – well there’s very few anyway … Obviously, low income people are going to have 
much more of a challenge in terms of paying for transit and those kinds of things. 
Many of our clients have challenges with transportation. Public transit is not ideal in Etobicoke, 
particularly travelling north-south is very cumbersome. Many of our clients don’t even have the financial 
resources to make the trip on the subway or the bus to the clinic.  

 
However, other interviewees expressed the view that clinics are conveniently located and easy for their 
clients to travel to. This was particularly the case for those co-located with the Rexdale clinic. It was also 
mentioned, however, that the clinic lawyers have been prepared to meet clients at other locations on 
occasion.  
 

Rexdale is in a community hub so I think there’s lot of traffic so I don’t think there’s an accessibility issue so 
far as low income population accessing their services and Etobicoke is right on a subway line which is quite 
good so far as transportation is concerned.  
 
I think in fact they’ve gone kind of out of the way to make sure things are accessible. They’ve met clients at 
our location because it was easier for a client …  I don’t think there’s any accessibility issues at all.  
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Another problem of accessibility to the clinics related to their restricted opening hours – some 
interviewees commented that clients sometimes want to access services in the evenings or at 
weekends. It was noted that the Rexdale Hub is now extending its opening hours, though the 
community partners located here were not aware whether the legal clinic would follow suit.  

 
Sometimes people they want to access services over the weekend right and then Hub is not open on the 
weekend. Or actually sometimes people want to access services in the evening. 
 
Maybe one barrier, and I don’t know what they plan to do but we are extending the hours here, is to have 
more access by the public to their offices after 5 o’clock. 

 
Other Barriers 
The income-related eligibility requirements for legal aid were also identified as a potential barrier to 
receiving services from the clinics. 

 
Sometimes people are a little bit above the threshold but they won’t be able to get access … But at the 
same time they still can’t afford proper legal representation.  

 

Finally, the interviewees noted that client-related characteristics such as language barriers, cultural 
background and mental health issues could also act as barriers to the ability of the clinics to effectively 
serve client needs.  

 
Clients with mental health issues and the challenges that those clients bring can be quite pronounced.  
With a high volume of newcomer population, you’ve got cultural linguistic barriers that might interfere 
with representation.  

 
E. PERSPECTIVES ON LEGAL AID CLINIC OPERATIONS 

i) PARTNERING 
 
The interviews explored the community partners and stakeholders’ awareness of other organizations 
that are focused on achieving the same results as the clinics are, or which provide complementary 
services such as assisting clients to complete forms and documentation.  Apart from the organizations 
already participating in this study, the following were identified: 
 

 LAMP Community Health Center 

 Lawyer Referral Service.  

 Pro Bono Ontario 

 Center for Equality Rights in Accommodations  

 Housing Stabilization Fund  

 Tenant Hotline.  

 Polycultural Immigrant and Community Services  

 Community Legal Education Ontario 

 Barbra Schlifer Commemorative Clinic  
 
ii) OPERATIONS 

 
(1) PROCESSES AND TECHNOLOGIES 

 
When asked for their views on the processes and technologies applied by the clinics, and what changes 
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might be needed, many of the interviewees indicated that they did not know enough about these 
internal factors to have an informed view.  
 
Others indicated that the processes applied by the clinics appear to be working effectively, based on the 
lack of complaints from their clients.  
 
The following suggestions were made regarding ways in which current processes might be improved, 
either by the legal clinics themselves or in collaboration with community partners: 
 

Use of a Formal Client Referral Process or Information Sharing 
If we are speaking about for example a victim of abuse, she comes in to our organization … She tells us 
everything and then we refer her to the legal clinic to get legal advice. Then she has to tell her story yet 
again to the legal clinic. If she is looking to get a job, the legal clinic would refer her to employment 
services … She would have to tell them the story again … If we had a formal referral process, everybody 
would have access to that information and wouldn’t have to ask that person to tell their story again … I 
know there’s a plethora of confidentiality issues that are involved … But I mean, just something very basic.  

 
In relation to this, one of the LAO representatives referred to developments in the adoption of 
technologies intended to improve the availability and accessibility of client information, at least within 
the legal aid system.  
 

The Case Information Management System is being rolled out, with the hope that technology will make 
the work more effective for clinics and easier in terms of the ability to dock files and pleadings so there's 
ready access for client information.  

 

Streamlining of Processes  
With ODSP applications … clients come to us to have the application filled out and then they have to go to 
the clinic to get reviewed and then if there’s any errors anything that needs to be changed they have to 
come back to us to get that changed … it seems like an unnecessary burden on the client to have to go to 
multiple locations, especially if there’s a disability involved. 

 

Providing Feedback  
We’ve had situations where there’s been domestic violence and we had to refer people to the legal clinic, 
or (for) other family matters. And you never really – you don’t know whether it’s successful or not … So I 
don’t know whether there’s a mechanism for feedback in terms of when referrals go in.   

 
Providing more Accessible Resources  

All of their resources are on the wall … it’s all based on standing. And I wonder like if people come in with 
disabilities are they able to actually get hold of the resources.  

 

Several types of suggestions also were made for utilizing technology to expand or enhance the services 
provided by the legal clinics: 
 

Providing Onsite Computers with Internet Access for Client Use 
We’ve had people like sent over here, they’ve been given some suggestions of how to deal with a problem 
and they know some that there’s material on the Internet … (it) would be great if they had space where 
clients … can go in and find some of their own resources. 

 

Providing Video-Conferencing Facilities 
In an area that’s as geographically vast as Etobicoke … if you could have access points where a client could 
meet with the lawyer or legal service provider … by Skype or some remote kind of fashion, that maybe 
helpful. If there were ways that we could transform the way that clients can access the clinic’s services, 
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that would be helpful. 
 
In terms of expanding the breadth of their access points I think technology could play an important role in 
terms of video conferencing of clients. 

 
One interviewee referred in this respect to an existing initiative in which clients can be connected by 
Skype to the Social Benefits Tribunal from a facility within the Rexdale Community Hub, which has been 
implemented by Rexdale Community Legal Clinic: 
 

Something that we heard that’s really beneficial that the clients really enjoy is the fact that they can come 
here and be Skyped in to the Social Benefits Tribunal … instead of having to travel downtown for the 
hearing, because access is an issue especially if you’re applying for ODSP usually there’s medical issues  … 
So I know that that’s been a huge benefit. People have really appreciated that.  

 

More Consistency or Compatibility of IT systems 
We have nine partner organizations here and they are all using different technologies for intake … maybe 
if there’s an opportunity to better coordinate among the Hub partners so the clients they can actually get 
benefit. 

 

Introduction of a Web-Based Referral System 
I guess I wouldn’t replace the phone system with an Internet based one but some people are more 
comfortable with the Internet or might have more access to the Internet. For example, if they don’t have a 
phone they could go to a library or they could come to us and we could do it together.   

 

Online Legal Education Resources 
It would be great if there was - in the absence of one of their staff coming to do a workshop, if there (were) 
modules online or things online that we could use … online tools that we could show in one of our group 
settings.  

 
(2) PEOPLE AND STRUCTURE 

 
Overall, the comments of the interviewees relating to the people and structure of the legal clinics were 
very positive, referring for example to the high levels of competence, expertise and knowledge of staff 
as well as the accountability structure.  
 

They have very well-trained brilliant people working at the legal clinic. 
 
Very knowledgeable folks … they know their skill sets. They know what they can take on and what they 
can’t.  
 
I find they are very professional sort of business-focused kind of people. 
 
In terms of accountabilities and structure they are doing good. If we have any problem with any of the 
client or client’s case, we can always go down there.  

 

The main concern flagged up in this area related to the size of the South Etobicoke clinic, which was 
perceived to somewhat restrict its capabilities and flexibility.  
 

My understanding just in terms of sheer size is that South Etobicoke is somewhat disadvantaged by its 
relative small size. I know that Rexdale probably can be a bit more nimble and a bit more flexible in terms 
of the types of service they deliver and the volumes of clients that they see because they’ve got a larger 
staff complement altogether up there. 
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Some interviewees also raised the question of whether the current involvement of the South Etobicoke 
clinic’s Executive Director in all areas of work made best use of his expertise. 
 

I think it might be more efficient … to have somebody doing the outreach sort of workshop that isn’t 
necessarily their ED … maybe just somebody who doesn’t need a law degree but just an educator to do 
that.  
 
I think having an Executive Director who’s also expected to be a lawyer at the same time I think is hard.  
 

It was observed that education roles at each of the clinics might not even need to be filled by legal 
professionals, and that other options might help to ease pressure on staff resources. 
 

Can they have roles or positions within them, like a public education position, that is about just grabbing 
the service and connecting people to the service and giving broad overviews of what is provided but that 
don’t need to be legally trained?  

 

More generally, one interviewee stressed the importance of having a diverse workforce within the clinics 
that reflects the community they serve, and for staff to be aware of the cultural needs and sensitivities 
of this population. The current status of the clinics in this respect was not discussed. 
 

(3) CULTURE 
 
A few interviewees declined to comment on the organizational culture of the clinics because of their 
lack of awareness or familiarity with this.  
 
Most, however, made very positive comments about organizational culture based on their interactions 
with clinic staff.  These highlighted the excellent partnerships that had developed between the legal aid 
clinics and their community partners, and were largely attributed to the clinics having strong cultural 
values such as openness, respect, willingness to help and a collaborative approach. 

 
I think the culture is a very positive one. Whenever I’m with the staff at the legal aid clinic it seems as 
though everyone gets along very well. It’s a very positive environment.  
 
I think they are really great partners … We are always received very happily and treated with a lot of 
respect and I think they value our partnership and we value theirs as well. 

 
One interviewee based her perception of the clinics’ internal culture from her involvement in the 
Investing in Neighbourhoods program, in which clients are given paid placements in community partner 
organizations.   
 

We meet with them every three months to see how is the placement going and do you feel supported and 
it’s always very, very high reviews for the Rexdale Community Legal Clinic. They are exposed to all kinds of 
developmental opportunities  … So they believe in investing in skilled staff and giving people opportunities 
so I think they're a really great partner.  

 
The clinics’ responsiveness to partner requests and willingness to share information and be involved in 
collaborative initiatives emerged as particularly important factors contributing to the interviewees’ 
positive impression of their culture.  At Rexdale, the Partnership Committee was mentioned as a vehicle 
through which the legal clinic shared information regarding new staff or other changes within the clinic.  
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If they are introducing any new programs, new service, or if they are calling for an information session, 
they always exchange information with us … I think we are doing really good as partners … I think we have 
a very good collaborative relationship.   
They are very open, they do connect a lot as best as they can and develop partnerships and work together 
on things.   
 

A few interviewees did highlight points of concern in this area, which mainly related to perceived 
weaknesses in collaboration or communication with partners and were attributed to resource 
constraints. One had observed a decline in collaborative activity over time.  
 

It was much stronger before, much stronger - maybe the funder is saying … we are not supporting this kind 
of work – I don’t know. All I know is they are kind of invisible now and they used to be very active. 
 
I think because they’re so busy it becomes hard to do a lot of partnership building. There isn’t a lot of 
communication … and I think that’s on both our sides and there’s been times where we’ve had the need for 
programs … and the clinics just haven’t been able to do it. But I think again it’s not because they don’t 
want to, it’s because they’re just too busy.  
 
I don’t really know what they’re doing. Only the projects that I’m involved in … I think maybe just more 
communication about what they’re doing would be really great.  

 
Two other concerns were raised about the ways in which the culture of the legal clinics, as shaped by 
the policy or legislative framework in which they have to operate – is sometimes in conflict with the 
goals or ways of working of the community partners. These consisted of a focus on geographical 
catchment areas, and the requirements for client privacy, which sometimes hinders information sharing.  
 

I think that there’s still a little bit too much adherence to that sort of geographical catchment area ... So 
that sort of geographical dependence based paradigm I think we need to all try and shift away from.  
 
Sometimes we like to get people to sign up for tenant information session or workshop or whatever, and 
that’s not too easy for them, because they are not allowed to (divulge) if people are coming into their 
offices, and so you can’t always share. So there’s a certain culture and it doesn’t always fit with the way 
maybe we would organize ourselves otherwise within a community setting.  
 

(4) OVERALL RESOURCING 
 
The funding organization representatives made the point that Rexdale Community Legal Clinic and 
South Etobicoke Community Legal Services receive relatively high levels of funding compared with 
others in the province. Nonetheless, they also acknowledged that resource constraints are always an 
issue when providing legal aid services due to the high levels of demand.  
 
Most of the community partners expressed the view that the legal aid clinics’ resources are very limited, 
and have a constraining impact on their capacity and the range of services offered.  
 

The clinics are just inundated, they’re overwhelmed … The needs are such great needs and we just need 
more, more of the kind of good work that they’re doing.  
 
Housing is just such a big issue down here now, that they probably just don’t have the resources to make a 
significant enough of a dent in the problem.  
 
They used to work with refugee claimants from beginning to end, like the whole case they used to process 
and help and support. But then now recently, because of funding issues I believe they cannot do everything 
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now. 

 
Despite this, there is a widespread view among the funders and community partners alike that the 
clinics are making good use of the resources available to them. 
 

I think that both clinics have been prudent and I think that both clinics have demonstrated that they know 
how to really sort of push the envelope so far as their funding constraints are concerned. So are they 
providing an effective and efficient use of the resources they have? I would say yes.  

 

F. SUMMARY 

i) MOST CRITICAL THINGS TO BE DONE 
 
The interviewees were finally asked to sum up from their own perspective the three most critical things 
that they believe the clinics need to do well in order to achieve their goals and desired results. From the 
overall responses to this question, the following critical areas for action were identified. 
 
Strategy 
A more strategic, longer-term approach to planning is perceived to be needed, based on evidence about 
the needs of clients and the community, and how the clinics can best meet these needs.  

 
It’s really important for the clinics to have a good strategic approach to the way that they meet their client 
needs; that they have a sound understanding of what their client’s needs are and they develop a three 
year, five year strategic plan to address what those gaps of coverage might be.  
 

It was suggested that, as a starting point, this might involve disregarding current policies on client 
catchment areas and the division of resources and responsibilities between legal aid organizations.  

 
What I would urge their boards to do is … just sort of build something entirely new …  forget about the 
catchment areas and forget about board memberships and forget about whether there is one ED or two 
EDs or whatever … If you have this pot of resources, maybe do a mapping exercise, where do most of our 
clients come from for each clinic, what are our biggest – what’s the biggest uptake in our service models … 
try and do that kind of an exercise to try and ascertain what you could do. 
 
Whatever the political or the immigration landscape happens to be, addressing that need … So even 
though we don’t offer services that can address the needs of refugees, now that this has happened, how 
can we better address this in a more efficient manner? 

 
In other words, forward planning should focus on the problems and community needs to be addressed, 
and should consider all the ways in which the clinics can utilise their skills and resources most effectively 
and efficiently to deliver value. 

 
If it’s an issue of access to justice, what are those initiatives that we can build on to enhance access to 
justice? If it’s an issue of having taxpayer value in terms of living within a funding envelope and being a 
cost effective service, is there ways that we can streamline? Is there ways that we can build efficiency 
through technology? Is there a way that we should be looking at how we can we develop more flexibility in 
the way we deliver services? 
 
Just don't do the minimum, go further; especially with human rights things, sometimes they see that more 
things could be accomplished and maybe a lot of things could be accomplished. So maybe it's thinking a bit 
bigger. Start small, but think big.  
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Resources and Professional Development 
This strategic planning approach will need to address resourcing as well as organizational development 
issues to ensure that resources are being utilized as effectively and efficiently as possible, and that the 
organization is well prepared to deliver the intended strategy. 

 
I would say make sure they are resourced properly and that people can get access and that would be like 
walk-in quick access; you have to be well-staffed to do that.  
 
How can we enhance or build up our institution or organization? What does our learning and development 
look like? What are the needs of our staff? 
Professional development training - just being on top of that, keeping up with the trends so that people are 
getting the best services possible. 
How do we coordinate our activities so that if someone is away on holidays it’s not going to mean that for 
that period of time there's going to be reduced client service?  

 
Client-Centric Approach 
Interviewees stressed the importance of focusing primarily on the needs of clients in everything the 
clinics do, both at an individual and community level.   
 

I think client input is very important. I find some lawyers can be very dominating in that aspect and sort of 
like, “We know what’s best so we’ll take care of it.” But I find it’s important to have that client input. 
 
Get out of your offices and get to know what's happening in the other agencies, so that they really 
understand kind of what's happening in the community.  
 

It also involves taking steps to ensure that clients feel comfortable and at ease when interacting with the 
clinics. 
 

Making people feel welcomed when they're in the door or calling; I think that they do that pretty well and 
to just continue that.  
 
(It) is really essential for people to not feel shame or blame for the things that have happened to them. 
 
Getting back to clients; clients can get quite anxious and sort of knowing that someone’s there and getting 
back to them is helpful.  

 
The interviewees stressed the need to maximize accessibility of services to all potential clients, which 
might involve more use of off-site delivery practices, or the adoption of more innovative technology-
enabled approaches, such as video conferencing and providing computers for client use. 
 

Continue to try and be as accessible as possible; that may mean coming out to other locations.  

 
Coordination and Collaboration  
Many of the interviewees stressed the critical importance of improved coordination of services and 
greater collaboration between community partners. This was seen as an area to be addressed not only 
by the clinics but also by their partners, especially those currently co-located at the Rexdale Community 
Hub, where there is considerable potential for improving the ways in which these agencies work 
together.  
 

I think this (will) encourage ongoing awareness about new and existing programs and services, and also in turn 
encourage more referrals. 
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Make a more formal effort to partner with people who have like goals. 
 
Push things out into the community, partner with other community hubs. 
 
They need to again be part of the community as they were before. And I think they need to actively engage 
other organizations such as ours but we are not the only one because they’ve kind of fallen off the map. 

 
Collaboration between the clinics and with community partners is seen as a way of not only improving 
services provided to clients but also doing so more efficiently and more cost-effectively. 
 

One area is definitely better coordination and collaboration. If everyone knew what was available, they may 
not need to go and get new resources  
 
If there's collaboration between the two clinics, then maybe you can make the dollars stretch a little further.  

 
Community Education 
Providing legal education and raising awareness of the available services is seen as a critical aspect of 
the legal clinics’ roles, but one which is often given lower priority due to resource constraints. 
Interviewees stressed the importance of focusing on this area of activity in order to deliver longer-term 
community benefits.  
 

I think they need to offer education in a variety of different settings about people’s rights and about the 
services that they provide. And I know they have done that there but it’s been some time since they’ve done 
that here. 

 
They could do more sort of outreach and education which could include, not only workshops but also 
pamphlets, also written communication, that kind of stuff. So outreach and communication. 

 
Just having them continue do those presentations and education pieces so the community that I work with has 
been really great. So if they can increase that or continue that, that would be ideal.   

 
Provide Needed Services 
Finally, interviewees identified a range of services that are believed to be critical for the legal clinics to 
address, mainly in the areas of housing and immigration, but also in relation to family law.  
 

There are an awful lot of people here who need help with housing and immigration, and I know they do 
that but it's just not enough.  
 
It is critical to be able to respond in eviction cases. For all the different varieties of evictions  
 
The income cases I think are very critical – workers' compensation.  

 
If they can add more resources or lawyers to handle family cases, because they are not dealing with 
divorce cases. 

 
It was also emphasized that the clinics should endeavour to provide client support at an early stage of 
the legal process, to help avoid later difficulties.  
 

Supporting people with the process when it comes, whether that’s social assistance or immigration, maybe 
earlier in the stages before things get bad. Because those processes are getting more complicated and 
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there's nuance to them that we don’t necessarily know on our end. That could reduce a lot of stress and 
anxiety for clients.   

 
Some also suggested that there is a need to provide a fuller range of support throughout the process, 
such as appealing on their behalf and accompanying clients to tribunals. This is seen as a way of 
maximizing the value of their expertise in ways that other community partners are not able to do.  
 

We had people who were cut off welfare, and in those cases, it’s absolutely essential. I mean we can’t do 
anything for those people. They won’t even listen to us. Legal clinics have clout and they could get in and 
they could really get after them about the legal aspects of the situations and put some pressure on 
welfare. That’s another area in terms of where they can do the appeals and help people.  
 
ii) BIGGEST GAPS 

 

When asked for their views on where the biggest gaps are in the abilities of the clinics to achieve their 
desired results, a considerable number of the interviewees indicated that they do not believe there are 
any significant gaps, or that they are not aware of what these are.  
 

I think that they’re both striving and so I don’t think that I would really suggest that they’re not trying to 
meet the gaps that are there.  
 
No, I think they do a good job … they try to do their best thing, the most they can do.  
 
That’s something the clinics have to decide in terms of client service because they're the ones who know 
their populations.  

 
The types of gaps identified by other interviewees fell into the following categories: 
 
Strategy 

I don’t know to what extent they are strategic; it may be because of the way we have our funding 
application i.e. it’s a one year view but the outlook has to be of several years; you’ve got to ask yourself 
too whether or not the boards are strategic or whether or not they're operational.  

 
Resources and Capacity 

The biggest gap is, it’s the resourcing so we need more of what they have   
 
Resource availability, funding and things like that. 
 
Resources, that’s sort of the go-to for everybody, isn’t it? 
 
There is an awful lot of people here who need help with housing and immigration, and I know they do that 
but it’s just not enough.  
 

Gaps in Coverage at Individual Clinics 
They didn’t have family law at South Etobicoke and we were having to send people all the way to Rexdale, 
we’ve been able to alleviate that but, you know if we have people who need help with employment and 
getting their wages … we have to send them far away to another clinic 
 
It’s not like the services are the same at Etobicoke or Rexdale or Parkdale or wherever … There’s such a 
variance and that can be a problem for, again in terms of travel and waitlist and things like that. So having 
some standards around service delivery  
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Family Law  
The people who have family law, criminal law those kinds of things, can’t get services at the legal clinic as I 
understand it, if I’m understanding it correctly.  
 
Family law, family law, family law … child custody, child support payments.  
 
Just when it comes to things like family law  

 
Tenant Claims Against Landlords 

I know in the past, when it comes to helping individual clients with claims against the landlord I think it’s 
an area where they are quite stressed in terms of being able to free up resources … I would make sure you 
prioritize the other things first, but if you could do more in that area that would be good.  

 
Support for Youth 

To actually get funding again to support youth that are in trouble with the law.  

 
Immigration 

Legal support around immigration is definitely one of the biggest gaps. Support with legal documents, 
with completing legal forms, all of that and I guess accessibility with language.  

 

Outreach 
That constant sort of outreach to market your services I think is a really important piece. And I suspect it’s 
a bit of a gap, because there just may not be the resources available to concentrate on that.  

 
iii)  CONCLUSION  

 
In the previous sections, we have set out the findings of interview-based research with representatives 
of community partners and other key stakeholders of South Etobicoke Community Legal Services and 
Rexdale Community Legal Clinic, on services currently provided by the clinics and how these might be 
improved. 
 
Overall, the findings have demonstrated that there are extremely high levels of satisfaction with the 
legal aid clinics among their community partners, and that these also appear to reflect high levels of 
satisfaction among clients referred by these partners to the clinics.  
 
Where there are perceived to be gaps or weaknesses in the performance of clinics, these are generally 
attributed to resource constraints and the difficulties of meeting very high levels of demand in a wide 
range of areas.  
 
The interviewees stressed the value of the clinics’ roles in providing community education, advocacy and 
legal reform and stressed the importance of retaining a focus on these.   
 
They also highlighted a need for greater collaboration between community partners so that their 
overlapping goals in relation to community and client needs can be more effectively addressed.  
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General Collaboration Framework 
 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The planning horizon for the possible transformation, collaboration and general agreement was set at 3 
to 5 years. That said, the expectation was that there would be some immediate to short initiatives that 
could be realised. 
 
In general, the framework for a potential collaboration of the two clinics was based on a: 

 The potential unmet needs for services among the residents of Etobicoke  

 An overall assessment of the current operations and performance of the two clinics 

 An overall assessment of the biggest gaps that needed to be addressed by the two clinics 
 
B. MEASURES OF SUCCESS 

One of the key components in developing the overall collaboration framework was the identification of 
the key measures of success for the two Etobicoke clinics.  
 
More specifically a both community stakeholders as well as the clinic board and staff representatives 
were questioned on they would measure the success of the clinics in meeting their core purpose and 
objectives.  
 
In a further workshop with a combined board representatives from both clinics, the success measures 
where organized into high, medium and low indicators as follows. 
 

 High 

 Legal Aid Ontario quantitative measures, such as numbers of referrals in case volumes 

 Building capacity in contributing to systemic change 

 Meeting community needs 

 Medium  

 Quality of community relationships 

 Client and partner satisfaction 

 Low   

 Case outcomes 

 Longer-term impacts 
 
C. NEEDS OF ETOBICOKE RESIDENTS 

i) SERVICES REQUIREMENTS 
 
Of course, key in the development of a collaboration framework is an understanding of the needs of the 
residents who are being served. 
 
In general, there was an observation that there was an increasing demand overall and in particular in: 

 ODSP and Ontario Works cases  

 Immigration 

 Housing 

 Family law 

 Mental health needs 

 Multi-dimensional needs 
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Gaps in services were identified in the following areas: 

 Family law  

 Youth services / justice 

 Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) coverage 

 Support for refugees and undocumented immigrants 

 Court/tribunal attendance 

 Tenant repairs and collective action 

 Mental health support 

 Other financial driven issues such as criminal law and that prices 

 Employment Law 

 Other gaps in service provision 

 French-speaking immigrants 

 Small claims/consumer rights 

 Social Assistance/CPP 

 Criminal law 

 Physical needs 
 
Of these, results from a combined board representatives from both clinics suggested that the most 
significant gap in areas were: 

1. Tenant repairs and collective action 
2. Support for refugees and undocumented immigrants 
3. Mental health support 
4. Youth services / justice 

 
ii) BARRIERS TO SERVICES  

 
As part of our analysis we explored potential barriers to the residence of a typical actually receiving the 
needed legal aid clinics services.  
 
These were identified as follows: 

 Lack of a strategic clinics’ approach 

 Impact of funding, capacity and resources e.g. 

 Arrangements on long-term planning 

 Restricted services  

 Lack of awareness and understanding of free legal services 

 Lack of education, advocacy and outreach 

 Accessibility e.g. 

 Distance 

 Restricted opening hours  

 Other barriers e.g. 

 Income-related eligibility requirements / criteria 

 Client-related characteristics such as language barriers, cultural background and mental 
health issues 

 
Of these, the following were seen as being most significant: 

1. Impact of funding, capacity and resources  
2. Other barriers such as client-related characteristics 
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D. CURRENT CLINIC SERVICES AND OPERATIONS 

i) CURRENT STATUS 
 
Contrasted against the needs of Etobicoke residents, the following was an overall assessment of where 
the two clinics were apparently operating well and where there were potential opportunities for 
improvement. 
 
Working Well 

 Overall performance, given budgets 
– Reliability and follow up 
– Staff helpfulness and skills 

 Specialist areas of expertise 

 Specific initiatives  
– West End Service Enhancement  
– Health Justice Initiative 

Opportunities for Improvement 

 A more strategic focus  

 More focused on community needs 

 Expanding client services  

 More public education  

 Accessibility of services 

 Improved publicity and outreach 
 
Of these, results from a combined board representatives from both clinics suggested that the key areas 
to focus on for the clinics should be: 

1. Overall performance, given budgets 
2. Expanding client services  
3. Improved publicity and outreach 

 
ii) BIGGEST GAPS 

 
Within the above context the following were identified as the biggest gaps that needed to be addressed 
by the two clinics. 
 

 Strategy / planning 
– A longer term strategic focus  
– Resources and capacity 
– Management succession planning 
– Resources and staffing 

 Connections 
– Outreach  
– Community engagement 

 Client services 

 Specific areas of law, and consistency of services offered 

 Gaps in coverage at individual clinics 

 Family law  

 Tenant claims against landlords 
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 Support for youth 

 Immigration  
 
E. MOST CRITICAL FOCUS AREAS  

In summary and based on the above analysis, it was felt that the most critical things that the two clinics 
needed to focus on in order to most effectively provide services to the residents of Etobicoke were as 
follows. 
 

 Improve Planning 
– A more strategic, longer-term approach to planning 
– Address resources, funding and organizational development issues 

 Improve Collaboration 
– Making collaboration work 
– Improved coordination of services and greater collaboration with community partners 

 Improve Client Service 
– Addressing a range of services that are believed to be critical for the legal clinics to 

provide 
– Focusing primarily on and meeting the needs of clients 
– Reaching out 
– Providing legal education  
– Raising awareness of the available services 
– More outreach 
– Engaging with communities 
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Strategies to Improve Collaboration 
 

A. OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION  

Based on the input received from the various interviews as and our analysis, the following areas were 
identified as possible opportunities for collaboration between the two clinics. 
 
Processes and Technologies 

 Increased collaboration with community providers; providing feedback on received referrals 

 Use of a formal client referral process or information sharing 

 Providing more accessible resources  

 Streamlining of processes  

 Intake and Service Delivery processes 
– Call-back system for phone inquiries 
– Walk in availability  
– Co-ordinate the clinics’ advocacy and legal reform submissions  
– Represent all clients who seek support vs. A filtering system to determine eligibility for 

services 

 HR shared services 
– Electronic HR management processes e.g. scheduling, shared calendars, vacation 

planning 

 Finance shared services 
– Bookkeeping and accounting support  
– Payroll service  

 Technology shared services 
– More consistency or compatibility of IT systems 
– Introduction of a web-based referral system 
– Online legal education resources 
– Providing onsite computers with internet access for client use 
– Providing video-conferencing facilities 
– Single  website 
– Use of social media 
– CIMS 

 
People and Structure 

 A single Board of Governance for both clinics 

 A single Executive Director for both clinics 

 Creating new roles to serve both clinics e.g. community development 

 Reallocation of staff roles and provision of coverage across the clinics 
 
Culture 

 Better ways of working with Partners, taking into account: 
– Networking with partners a potential strength 
– Perceived weaknesses in collaboration or communication with partners 

 Better ways of working with Legal Aid Ontario, taking into account:  
– Legal Aid’s communication and management style re: decision making 
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– Policy or legislative framework is sometimes in conflict with the goals or ways of 
working of the community partners e.g. 

• A focus on geographical catchment areas 
• Requirements for client privacy, which sometimes hinders information sharing 

 
B. POSSIBLE COURSES OF ACTION 

In a joint meeting of the boards of the two clinics, two basic a possible courses of action were identified: 
 

1. Full merger/amalgamation of the two clinics with responsibility for the two current catchment 
areas of the two clinics 

 
2. Various degrees of collaboration between the two clinics including: 

a. Administrative collaboration that might include: 

 Shared Board and bylaws  

 Non-duplication of the executive director and office manager positions 

 Shared back-office services, including for example shared bookkeeping 
b. Sharing of front-line resources, including for example: 

 Shared teams in specific legal services gap areas to provide for additional 
expanded services 

 Reorganization of the skill sets and sharing of front-line staff 
c. Development of a centralized office with satellite offices 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Under either scenario and as a set of immediate initiatives, the feeling was that the following areas 
should be advanced. 
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Processes and Technologies 

 Providing more accessible resources  

 Streamlining of processes  

 Intake and Service Delivery processes 
– Call-back system for phone inquiries 
– Walk in availability  

 HR shared services 
– Electronic HR management processes e.g. scheduling, shared calendars, vacation 

planning 

 Finance shared services 
– Bookkeeping and accounting support  
– Payroll service  

 Technology shared services 
– Single  website 
– Use of social media 
– CIMS 

 
People and Structure 

 Creating new roles to serve both clinics e.g. community development 

 Reallocation of staff roles and provision of coverage across the clinics 
 

C. IMPLEMENTATION ASSESSMENT 

Our assessment of the implementation challenges under the two proposed models is as follows. 
 

i) FULL MERGER/AMALGAMATION  
 
This option would allow for the fastest realization of “full collaboration” benefits, but would need to 
managed carefully with respect to: 

1. Merger/Amalgamation Project Management – to ensure the full benefits are realized 
2. Change Management – to ensure any internal or external change resistance is effectively 

managed 
 
More specifically … 
 
Effective merger/amalgamation Project Management is need to: 

 Effectively start-up and initiate the program projects, teams and communications/management 
infrastructure. 

 Establish and maintain the program-level issue management, status reporting, progress tracking 
and inter-project communications. 

 Proactively facilitate the integration of multiple team efforts to develop the best solutions for 
the merged company. 

 Monitor the plans and results of the efforts from  a “program-level” to promote alignment with 
the overall program objectives (“forest through the trees”). 

 Support teams in getting the resources, feedback, and direction they need to achieve their 
objectives. 
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Change Management, as in all merger/amalgamations, is a key success factor. Effective change 
management is required to address change resistance related to: 

 Turf protection 

 Status 

 Power 

 Influence 

 Relationships 

 Memberships 

 Time structures 

 Personal future 

 Meaningful work 

 Control of destiny 

 Personal identify 

 Etc.  
 
A failure to manage change appropriately can have serious consequences including: 

 Implementation of the desired merger/amalgamation takes longer, costs more and delivers less 

 Short-term performance suffers at the point where the clinics’ Boards and Management (and 
LAO) are looking for results — and management becomes internally absorbed  

 Client service suffers 

 Key stakeholders lose confidence 

 Hard changes get managed, soft issues put to one side 

 Good people defect 
 

ii) VARIOUS DEGREES OF COLLABORATION  
 
This option would allow for a partial and/or slower realization of collaboration benefits.  However, it 
would require significant effort in working out the collaboration or partnering arrangements as outline 
below. 
 
 

 
 
 
All such collaboration or partnering efforts would need to culminate with a consensus on required 
service levels as outlined below. 
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Recommendation and Implementation  
 

A. RECOMMENDATION 

Our recommendation is: 
 

THAT THE TWO CLINIC BOARDS MAKE A DECISION TO MOVE AHEAD WITH A FULL 
MERGER/AMALGAMATION OF THE TWO CLINICS. 

 
We believe that such a strategy offers the following: 
 
Increased cost-effectiveness 

 As over 75% of the clinics’ cost pertain to staffing costs, a full merger/amalgamation of the two 
clinics would enhance overall cost effective utilization of staff. More specifically it would result 
in: 

– Economies of scale  
• South Etobicoke perceived to somewhat restrict its capabilities and flexibility 
• Rexdale much larger clinic, with more staff and wider range of skills 

– Enhanced appropriate use of staff e.g. 
• Executive Director, South Etobicoke 
• Education roles 
• Occasional blurred accountabilities 

 Furthermore, it would also better enable the overall workforce profile in the combined two 
clinics from the perspective of: 

– Diversity 
– Age profile 
– Stability of workforce e.g. turnover, part-time, project funded 

 
Increased client benefits 

 As identified in this report, there are a significant number of unmet the client needs among the 
residents of Etobicoke. Better, more cost effective utilization of existing clinic staff resources 
and the management thereof would free up resources to better address these client needs. 

 Clients would also benefit from the possibility of introducing more specialized and experienced 
roles and staff complements made possible by a larger catchment area. 

 
Decreased risk 

 Either one of the two options identified I come with their own set of risks. However we believe 
that with proper project and change management, those associated with a full 
merger/amalgamation are more easily managed than those associated with a partial 
collaboration of the two clinics. 

 Given the anticipated degree of effort required in working out all of the collaborative 
arrangements between the two clinics under a partial collaboration model, the cost of both 
working out and managing such arrangements would dramatically reduce any potential benefits 
that might be realized. 

 Finally, there is a high degree of risk under the partial collaborative model that things will get 
stalled and/or not all potential collaboration benefits that can be actualized. 
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B. IMPLEMENTATION 

Implementation of a full merger/amalgamation would involve three main Phases: 
I. Transition Strategy 

II. Transition Planning 
III. Design & Implementation 

 
… supported by merger/amalgamation program and change management. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

i) PHASE I – TRANSITION STRATEGY 
 
The first key Phase in the post-merger integration (PMI) is for the Leadership Team to create an 
environment to develop and appropriately articulate the Transition Strategy and Shared Vision. 
 
In order to develop the Strategy and Shared Vision for the merged clinics, we recommend an off-site 
working session to facilitate the following: 

 Establishing an integrated vision 

 Defining synergy targets 

 Defining target technology environment 

 Developing portfolio of PMI initiatives 

 Developing integration specific performance measures 

 Developing communication principles 
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The Integration Strategy & Shared Vision would involve the following steps. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

The Integration Strategic Value Analysis& Target Development would involve the following steps. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

ii) PHASE II – TRANSITION PLANNING 
 
The objective of the Transition Planning Phase is to align and weave the strategy and shared vision into 
the teams that will manage the implementation on the ground. 
 
Activities should include: 

 Defining PMI Project Organization 

 Selecting Team Leaders 

 Conducting Orientation 

 Developing Team Charter and Project Plans 
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The Program Planning & Start-up would involve the following steps. 

 

 

 

 

 

Project Team Planning would involve the following steps. 

 

 

 

 

iii) PHASE III – DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION  
 
The objective of Design and Implementation Phase is to begin to transform the combined clinics into a 
unified and focused structure operating in alignment and reflecting the vision. 
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Activities should address each functional process and should include: 

 Developing clinic redesign objectives, assessing  merged structures, assets, capabilities and 
formulating recommendations and business cases 

 Ensuring that the implementation continues on time, on budget and meets performance 
measurement tests  

 

Day 1 Operations outlines what happens the first day after the official merging/amalgamation of the 
clinics. The key steps would include the following. 

 

 

 

 

Cultural Alignment & Transformation includes the following steps. 
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Organizational Realignment activities would include the following as required. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Physical office locations, facilities and Asset Rationalization activities would include the following. 
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The clients of the prior pre-merger/amalgamation clinics would need to be address in Client 
Realignment activities. This includes also any suppliers or partners. Steps would include the following. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Core & Support Process Realignment would combine and integrated the processes between the prior 
two independent clinics. Kay steps would include the following. 
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Systems Integration would need to be conducted in concert with LAO and what may be possible in 
terms of system enhancements. Key steps would include the following. 

 

 

 

 

iv) TRANSITION MANAGEMENT 
 
All of the above work would need to be supported by strong Program Management. Key steps would 
include the following. 
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Communication and Change Management activities would also be needed to support the clinics’ 
merger/ amalgamation. These would include the following. 
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Appendix A: Clinic Board and Staff Interviewed 
 

 

# First Name Last Name Title Clinic 
1 Laura  Faiczak Board member  Etobicoke South 
2 Lorna  Gray Office Manager Etobicoke South 
3 Isabelle Khan Board member  Etobicoke South 
4 Sharon  Majik Office Manager Etobicoke South 
5 Julius Mlynarski Executive Director Etobicoke South 
6 Julie Northrup Board member  Etobicoke South 
7 Nigel   Barriffe Board member  Rexdale 
8 Yodit   Edemariam Staff Lawyer Rexdale 
9 Tania 

Fernandes Board member  Rexdale 
10 Tameka  Francis Licensed Paralegal Rexdale 
11 Ann McRae Executive Director Rexdale 
12 Nitin  Pardal Board member  Rexdale 
13 Bob   Reynolds Board member  Rexdale 
14 Ann  Schweighofer Office Manager  Rexdale 
15 Patricia   Sulieman Articling Student Rexdale 

 

  

mailto:TaniaLfernandes@gmail.com
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Appendix B: Community Stakeholders Interviewed 
 

# Contact Title Organization 

1 Sonya Aslan Manager of Programs and Services Albion Neighbourhood Services 

2 John Bagnall Housing Support Albion Neighbourhood Services 

3 Natalia Semeekina Coordinator ASK! 

4 Shari Janes-Omstead Toronto Employment and Social Services City of Toronto 

5 Russ Mitchell Senior Manager, Community Development Community MicroSkills Development Centre 

6 Brianna Greaves Information & Referral Services Coordinator Daily Bread Food Bank 

7 Iliana Mena Child and Youth Counselor Ernestine’s Women’s Shelter 

8 Russ Ford Director LAMP Community Health Centre 

9 Tom Kelsey Director-General - Toronto North District Legal Aid Ontario 

10 Vicki Moretti GTA Regional Vice President Legal Aid Ontario 

11 Claudia Serraino Clinic and Programs Advisor, GTA Region clinics Legal Aid Ontario 

12 Kosta Chialtas Special Assistant to Shafiq Qaadri Liberal Party 

13 Amra Munawar Director Rexdale Community Hub 

14 Saadia Akram-Pall Deputy Director Rexdale Women's Centre 

15 Ron Lally Director Stonegate 

16 Bev Leaver Director Stonegate 

17 Leila Sarangi Manager, Community Programs Women’s Habitat 

 


